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HeeHlq neius for ftie IIOP Communifu since 1908 
PRES. CANDIDATE Second presidential 
candidate visits campus 
candidates for the UOP n ~ , . , . , 
presidency, accepts a job at Demonstrates knowledge of issues, challenges 
Clarkson University. MACLEAN FLOOD 
News in Brief, page 2 Pacifican staff writer 
CCKICODV ADT A second potential successor to 
5tPOUKY AKI retiring UOP president Bill Atchley 
Artist Nancy Mooslin's visited the campus this week with a 
exhibit concludes serious attitude and a well-prepared 
. , . demeanor. 
Friday in the When Donald DeRosa was asked 
McCaffrey Center Gallery. which issues grip the campus, he 
Arts Sr Entertainment, page 12 identified low faculty salaries, a small 
endowment, technology, and too 
"HirwCD I cADMikir" many Pro8rams in UOP's under-HIGHER LEARNING" graduate offerings 
John Singleton's DeRosa is student oriented, and 
new film explores Started off his presentation to the 
„ .. , campus community, Monday, Feb. 
irriuS of tolerance. 13, with the premise that students are 
Arts & Entertainment, page 12 most important. 
"Any institution that is looking 
•  r * w r  Y O I  I P  * n t o  t d e  f u t u r e '  a n d  a l s o  c o n c e r n e d  
" about developing a vision for itself, 
KEYS BEHIND one of the things it must certainly 
Drunken drivinq kills 15 000 should do, and must do, is say some-
' thing, unambiguously, about the im-
ncans every year. portance of students," he said. "That 
anielle Godfrey reflects on really what were all here for." 
two victims she knew. The third and final presidential 
Features paae 19 candidate, Dominick DePaola, spoke 
' ̂  * to students, faculty and staff late 
SS Athletes play through 
I « conference record to 'Presidential Probation' 
r State Fulierton Thursday. Faculty committee declared the students ineligible 
Sports, page 23 ' 
MELISSA DUDLEY 
RANWA CHRIS SHULTZ Pacifican staff writers 
'C\VS 1 A committee of the Academic 
_ Council is discussing whether UOP 
pillion 8 gives preferential treatment to stu-
» . dent-athletes due to the school's de-
rTs & Enter 11 cision to allow two basketball play-
CQIPTIA ers to finish the season. 
"Qar 14 A small group of faculty mem-
^Qturpc 1 o bers, led by professor Gwen Browne 
protested President Bill L. Atchley's 
iQSsifiecJ 22 recent decision to allow the uniden-
tified players to finish the season de-
POrts 23 spi^e - a'faculty committee's recom-





Pacifican guest writer 
Donald DeRosa spoke in front of the 
campus community on Monday. 
Wednesday afternoon, too late for 
details to be included in today's pa­
per. The Pacifican will have full cov­
erage of his visit next week. 
DeRosa asked for a lot of infor­
mation about the university, and 
came a day early to wander around 
the campus without an escort. Dur-
See President page 7 
mendation they be declared academi­
cally ineligible. 
"We have a local rule that stu­
dents must have a 2.0 to participate 
in athletics, student government, or 
and other extra-curricular activities," 
said Peg Ciccolella, chair of the Aca­
demic Council and a professor of 
sport sciences. Students who do not 
meet these requirements can petition 
the decisions of committees all the 
way to the president. 
The Athletic Advisory Commit­
tee, comprised of faculty members 
See Probation page 2 
Although campus and local 
crimes were the topic of several Paci­
fican stories last fall, campus crime 
in the 1994 calendar year was signifi­
cantly down from 1993 levels. 
There were 28 percent fewer re­
ported burglaries and 38 percent less 
motor vehicle thefts, according to 
UOP Department of Public Safety. The 
amount of larceny-thefts decreased 
by 12 percent. No forcible sex offenses 
were reported for the 1994 calendar 
year, compared to two such reports 
in 1993. 
There were many factors contrib­
uting to the drop in campus crime, 
according to Lieutenant Jerry Hous­
ton. 
"Keeping the community in­
formed so they will report situations 
they might not have reported, our 
officers being observant, talks in resi­
dence halls, new student orientation 
and training for public safety person­
nel," were among the factors, he said. 
Houston said it all adds up to, "a 
safer environment where employees 
can work and students can work and 
study." 
Campus crime was down or the 
same in every category except one, 
robbery, which increased from two on 
campus in 1993 to three in 1994. 
Concerns about crime on campus 
mounted last fall due to three high-
profile incidents: 
• A Sept. 15 story told of three 
Pacific students being robbed at the 
Townhouse Apartment Complex. Ac­
cording to the story, the entire inci­
dent began in another Stockton area 
at a signal light. The victims were 
subsequently followed to the 
Townhouse Apts. where the scene 
came to a climax. 
• The story appearing Oct. 27 re­
lated an incident about three UOP 
students being robbed at gun point 
late one evening on Pacific Avenue 
near the president's residence. Pacific 







One of the three finalists for 
the UOP presidency has dropped 
out of the running. 
Dennis Brown accepted the 
presidency at Clarkson Univer­
sity, according to Sandy Rux, of 
the presidental search committee. 
Clarkson University is located 
in Potsdam, New York, and has 
an enrollment of 2,500 students. 
Talkin' up a storm 
Four awards later, the UOP 
Speech and Debate team started 
off the semester on a winning 
note after their last competition. 
Ann-Marie Cook and Scott 
Stroud recieved first in junior di­
vision debate. Jennifer Mercieca 
took third place for an interpre­
tation of former President Nixon's 
eulogy, formally called Commu­
nication Analysis in open divison 
and won a finalist award for Im­
promptu speaking, where contes­
tants draw topics and deliver 
quick, to the point speeches. 
UOP took first place in lim­
ited entry sweepstakes, with only 
three people competing and 33 
other schools attending the com­
petition Jan. 27-29 at Modesto 
Junior College. The three UOP 
students were honored with a 
standing ovation at the awards 
ceremony. 
"Our team has come a long 
way and other teams realize that 
and really respect us for that," 
said Debbie Dougherty, the de­
bate team coach. 
SETTING IT STRAIGHT 
Professor Peg Ciccolella's name 
was spelled incorrectly in last week's 
issue. She reported the details of the 
Regent's decision to keep Division I-
A football at the Jan. 26 Academic 
Council meeting. 
The details of the student ticket 
policy for the Feb. 27 UNLV game 
were incorrect in the Feb. 9 issue. 
Tickets may be obtained starting Feb. 




continued from page 1 
appointed by the president, votedto 
declare the two players inehgib 
based on the failure to achieve a2. 
grade point average under the local 
^Atchley over-ruled the 
committee's decision when the stu­
dents appealed to him. He said the 
students were in the wrong academic 
majors and he thinks they will suc-
ceed academically. ' 
"Each one of 
them [the student-
athletes] came in 
individually and 
separately," he told 
The Pacifican. "I 
weighed the situa­
tion and felt they 
could make it and 
ought to have that 
opportunity." 
Atchley sent a letter to both play­
ers and allowed them to continue 
playing while on academic probation. 
He put them put on "Presidential Pro­
bation," a program Atchley has used 
for students at UOP and while he was 
president at Clemson University in 
the 1980's. 
Under the program, the students 
must get a 2.0 grade point average for 
the spring semester and raise their 
cumulative GPA to 2.0 by July 1, 
1995. Failure to meet these standards 
will result in the student-athletes los­
ing their scholarships, Atchley said. 
Browne, a professor of philoso­
phy and a member of the Athletic 
Advisory Committee, had a letter to 
the editor published in The Pacifican 
last week, setting off the current con­
troversy. Her letter questioned 
whether Atchley gave preferential 
treatment to the students because 
they are athletes. 
Atchley said that the "Presiden­
tial Probation" program is open to all 
students, regardless of their involve­
ment in athletics. 
Browne said she hoped students 
would read her letter and be upset 
about the situation. Most of all, 
Browne felt the campus community 
had a right to know the information 
and to make the president realize they 
were unhappy with his decision. 
"If they complete the probation, 
does that mean they become presi­
dent?" Browne asked sarcastically. 
The NCAA checks student grades 
at the beginning of the fall semester 
to ensure students are passing their 
classes and making satisfactory 
progress towards a degree. The stu­
dents met eligibility requirements at 
the beginning of basketball seaso , 
according to sources, but had grade 
point averages below 2.0 at the con-
clusion of the fall semester. UOP s 
local rule was the basis for the entire 
semester. , 
Bob Thomason, head coach of the 
men's basketball team, said he was 
not involved in the players' appeals, 
but Atchley did ask for his opinion. 
"The president is our leader, and 
who says that this shouldn't be the 
turning point for the boys. 
Thomason said. 
Thomason feels that eligibility 
should be checked at the beginning 
of the semester and not during the 
season. "We're trying to build a 
team," Thomason said, "If they pull 
the plug at semester time...I just don't 
think it's right." 
Athletic Director Bob Lee did not 
participate in the appeal to the presi­
dent. He told the Athletic Advisory 
Committee before they voted that he 
would not get involved. 
"I did it out of respect for the 
group in it's current composition, 
because it has the best interest of the 
students at heart," Lee said. "I did it 
out of respect for their wishes and I 
didn't feel that it was my place." 
Ken Beauchamp, a professor of 
psychology and chair of the Athletic 
Advisory Committee, does not object 
to the president's decision. "I think 
it's appropriate that the president be 
the final judge over any issue with 
any governing body," he said. 
The Academic Council discussed 
the recent events at its' meeting last 
week. The Council forwarded the 
matter to the Academic Affairs Com­
mittee to discuss whether the Univer­
sity treats student-athletes and other 
students alike in regards to academic 
disqualifications. 
"We want to know if our policies 
regarding athletes and non-athletes 
are fundamentally fair," said 
Ciccolella. 
Faculty members Ken 
Beauchamp, Lee Christianson, Don 
Bryan, Larry Meredith, Jan Timmons, 
Gwen Browne, Bob McMillan, Gene 
Pearson, Cynthia Wagner and Elaine 
Werner serve on the committee. 
We want to make sure the stories in this 
newspaper are correct. If an error has 
been made, please contact Editor-in-
Chief Chris Shultz by telephone at 
(209) 946-2115 or on the Internet at 
GSHULTZ@VMS1 .CC.UOP.EDU. 
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iOne man rock and roll band 
Zo/o plays to UOP in the Static Attic 
(MACLEAN FLOOD 
IPacifican staff writer 
Have you ever wanted to just 
I roP out of the rat race? Get away 
LT sc,hool> career and all the nor-
P stuff people do? 
So why not? Grow your hair long, 
Isnri r nUi!tar and start y°ur own r°ck 
land h ^and' That's what ZoIa did< 
lilie uV r ^ed at tde Static Attic in 
E£ Ky Center last Thursday Wto an emhusiast.c crowd 
llie em^f°eS dave souL Tou can hear 
l^ful enr. '°r!S^is v°rce—it's beau-
|Piitar"n •t0 stand alone with his 
• Brown laimed freshman Richelle 
l^'evoiceanA101!6 With 3 stron§' 
Many 0f 7 , , a sbarp guitar strum. 
rhfldhoJ 3 S son8s were recalled his 
»C,S.Wi,h "«« "ke "The " 
Box." 8 and "Back to the S 
131 is a rw °n tde end Zola's gui-
,Uata — nf xr,, t_„i, r r 
Bus 
and 
In between songs Zola would 
make jokes and tell stories about the 
motivation for his next lyrical inno­
vation. Many of his songs were tied 
together by little catch phrases that 
brought laughter from the audience. 
Unfortunately only about half a 
dozen people showed up for Zola s 
performance—even with free donuts 
and coffee. "Where is everybody?" 
questioned audience member Renee 
Greenlee. 
Zola currently spends about a 
third of his time on tour. The rest of 
his time, he says, he spends working 
as a booking agent for an Andes mu­
sic group. Before becoming a musi­
cian, Zola was taking exams to get 
into graduate school, hoping to be­
come a doctor. Instead, he tried folk 
music. 
3Ct'°n fieii r" OI Star Tfek fame — 
"if "Six u ,e/Which reminded him of 
S0: i0n Dollar Man ," an old 
s songs from the 70s• °ne of  ok 70s. One of 
!fn' PerharT ad ad°ut the bionic 
'%on Caii^ ̂ ola wiH "start a new 
bionic zen." 
Not everybody was happy with 
Zola, especially student Brad Gilbert, 
who said, "This is the hippie guy that 
Beavis and Butthead make fun of. 
So if you're interested in a dra­
matic change of life, maybe music is 
the answer—it seems to be for Zola, 
who looked truly happy on stage. "It 
was really profound," said Greenlee. 
Cicely Rude/The Pacifican 
Fraternity members and rushees pushed each other about during the 
men's bid day announcement ceremony. 
News analysis 
Location of Bid Day may 
have led to frat brawl 
MACLEAN FLOOD 
Pacifican staff writer 
The push and shove match be­
tween rival fraterities occured dur­
ing the last day of men's rush, forc­
ing public safety to end the cer­
emony early. 
Traditionally a bid day cer­
emony is held by the Greeks to for­
mally announce the new pledges. 
The names of the rushees are read 
out, and they formally accept their 
pledge. This ceremony was held, 
with no problems, on the Anderson 
Hall lawn and on the McCaffery 
Center stage in years past. 
This year the same number of 
people attended as in years past, 
only the ceremony was held on the 
pavillion between the movie theater 
and the president's office, Saturday, 
Feb. 4. "There just wasn't enough 
space," said one witness, who esti­
mated the crowd's size around 500 
people. 
As each name was read and the 
house he was pledging, his fellow 
Greeks cheered or booed, depend­
ing on their house loyalties. As the 
crowd grew more restless, Public 
Safety Sergeant Wayne Germann 
made the decision to stop the cer­
emony, before the crowd grew out 
of control, said one witness. 
The UOP student activities offi­
cial tried to schedule the event on 
one of the campus' lawns, and 
called physical plant and asked that 
a temporary stage be errected for the 
ceremony, said Joe Kiram, who said 
that they didn't have a stage because 
the risers they normally might use 
were reserved for basketball. 
It appears, however, that confu­
sion over the cause of the incident 
still abounds. "I really don't know 
why they (physical plant) couldn't," 
said Kimberly Detrick, Naessen's 
temporary replacement in Student 
Life, "When we called and con­
firmed and it was not availible." 
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PAGE 4 News 
UOP phone books due 
out by end of March 
MACLEAN FLOOD 
Pacifican staff writer 
The UOP phone directory, which 
has been previously published over 
the years by various university offices, 
is due to be published sometime in 
March. 
The directory will be printed by 
the University, instead of being 
printed by a outside company, says 
Mike Goins, vice president of finance. 
It will probably will not be the nor­
mal glossy version since the printing 
comes late in the year and the cost of 
such a production is questionable. 
The directory was originally pub­
lished in the student life office. Four 
years ago, in order to save money, the 
directory was "outsourced" to John 
Seabreeze, 1992 COP graduate and 
Wanted: FBI agents 
College Press Service 
Are you a drug-free, job-seeking 
college senior? Then you may be 
wanted by the FBI. 
The Federal Bureau of Investiga­
tion plans to hire up to 2,000 agents 
over the next three years and will 
concentrate on recruiting women and 
minorities to help make the bureau 
more culturally diverse. 
Although the FBI's two-year hir­
ing freeze has been lifted to fill the 
positions left vacant due to an in­
creasing amount of retiring employ­
ees (402 agents retired in 1994 alone), 
officials also acknowledge that the 
workforce must become more diverse 
in response to lawsuits that have al­
leged racial and sexual discrimination 
within the FBI. 
Minorities currently represent 
13.5 percent of the FBI, up from 2.3 
percent in 1973, while women repre­
sent 12.2 percent of the FBI today, up 
from 0.27 percent in 1973. 
In addition to a college degree, 
basic requirements for employment 
include physical agility and a willing­
ness to relocate. Applications from 
college seniors now are being ac­
cepted in four areas: law, accounting, 
language and diversification. 
Applicants will be screened in 35 
recruiting centers across the country. 
If they pass the initial requirements, 
they will be flown to Washington for 
processing, testing and hiring. 
Although the FBI once automati­
cally disqualified anyone who used 
drugs, the current requirements have 
been relaxed, if only slightly. Appli­
cants will take a polygraph test, and 
those who have used marijuana 
within the past three years or another 
illegal drugs within the past 10 years 
will more than likely be rejected. 
Starting pay for the FBI, the fed­
eral agency responsible for prosecut­
ing more than 250 violations, is ap­
proximately $40,000, and can rise to 
well over $ 100,000 for upper manage­
ment positions. 
The FBI has recently shifted its 
focus to financial and white-collar 
crimes and are looking to hire better 
educated agents who will be able to 
adapt to more technological and in­
novative investigative techniques. 
Wanf to writo after graduation? 
Start building your portfolio noui! 
Call Rebecca Nelson at 946-2115 
HIV most contagious first 
two months after infection 
College Press Service 
current graduate student at the Uni­
versity of Maryland, said Dee 
Filippone, special assistant to the 
president 
The directory was published un­
der the supervison of Student Life 
through 1993. Afterwards the respon­
sibility of the directory was handed 
over to the Office of Human Re­
sources, according to Seabreeze."I 
provided the Office of Human Re­
sources—specifically Director John 
Weiss—all of the files from the previ­
ous two directories and a list of du­
ties/suggestions for someone, either 
a University employee or an indepen­
dent contractor, to oversee the con­
tract for future directories," he said. 
Your chances of acquiring HIV— 
the virus that causes AIDS—may be a 
lot higher if you have sex with some­
one who was infected within the past 
two months, according to University 
of Michigan researchers. 
"People are most infectious dur­
ing the first 60 days after acquiring 
the virus, and they appear to be far 
more infectious during this phase 
than scientists previously believed," 
said James S. Koopman, UM profes­
sor of epidemiology. 
Koopman and UM researchers 
John A. Jacquez and Carl P. Simon, 
along with Ira M. Longini, Jr., of 
Emory University, published the first 
study of how the primary phase— 
roughly the first 60 days of infec­
tion—affects the spread of HIV in the 
November 1994 issue of the "Journal 
of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn­
dromes." 
"We're saying the initial two-
month period immediately following 
infection is the key factor controlling 
transmission of the virus and the 
spread of the epidemic," explained 
Koopman. 
According to the study, rates of 
infectivity during the primary infec­
tion phase may be as much as 100 to 
1,000 times higher than in the long 
asymptomatic phase that follows, 
which can last for years. 
"As in the case with the flu or 
chicken pox, people are mn(t. 
ti°us just before antibodies? 
rus appear in their system^ 
Jacquez, a UM professor, 
physiology and of biostatS* 
difference, he added ' 
transmitted "through'^? 
QPY11 n 1 mnfarf " sexual contact. 
While the researchers 
the results of the study is7 
they do add that people shS 
a few things in mind: 
• Since HIV-antibodiesdo. 
appear until near the end of tin 
month primary infection pfe 
negative blood test is no gL 
your sexual partner does not haw 
virus. "A person with a negative^ 
test may have a better chance oh 
ing highly contagious than an 
with a positive test," said Simon,n 
professor of mathematics and piofc 
sor of economics and public polio 
• Since many people are no: 
during the highly contagioush 
phase of infection, "counting 
symptoms to tell you thatinfedi 
has occurred is a mistake," accoi 
to Simon. 
• The more sexual partnersjt 
have, the greater the risk of infects 
because you increase the oddsofhi 
ing sex with someone during his 
her primary infection phase. 
highest risk group includes men? 
women involved in a regular sea 
relationship with someone whote 
many sexual encounters with c 
people," Simon said. 
College radio station 
broadcasts on Internet 
College Press Service 
Listeners are tuning into Univer­
sity of North Carolina's student-run 
radio station, WXYC, from as far 
away as Hong Kong and 
Johannesburg. 
But they're not using a radio to 
do it. Instead WXYC is believed to be 
the nation's first radio station to of­
fer 24-hour, real-time rebroadcasting 
of its complete programming over the 
Internet. 
WXYC rebroadcasts via UNC's 
SunSIJE project. Funded through a 
grant from two Silicon Valley com­
puter giants, the venture allows 
people in the educational community 
to put information on the Internet in 
unique ways using ground-breaking 
technology. 
Besides providing access to the 
f5"al broadcast, the WXYC World 
Wide Web pages (a network of 
hypertext documents available on the 
Internet) contain the station's 
playlist, a disc jockey-specialty 
schedule, and information a , 
gal and ethical issues raise 
new technology. J 
Listeners from as farawa) ̂  
cow and Guadalajara ca" 
quests and comments to J 
mail during the broadcas. 
them active 
just passive listeners, sai 
director of the SunSITE pr i 
Office of Information Techno , 
McConville compare 
vances in broadcasting o ^ 
tion in desktop PubllS.h3# 
computers have allowed'^, 
to produce high-quah y F ^ 
terials at a fraction o «pr" 
mercial companies c thei,(l 
tially everyone can pr0<l> 
radio station, betiteif°w 
he said. hp re^'1'', 
The broadcast can ^ 
many Internet-con"? jjable 
using free, publica y ^yCI^ 
ware. The address of«" ^ 















There were two burglaries on 
Jan. 31 in the parking lot behind 
the fraternity houses. A CD player, 
planner, and other items were 
taken from one of the cars. No 
losses were reported for the other 
vehicle. 
1 is no J On Feb. 4 an auto stereo was 













On Jan. 20 the sports medi­
cine building reported spray paint 
IJ on the building. 
On Feb. 2 a window was bro­
il ken at Grace Covell. And a BB pel-
i let was shot through a window of 
|| Tri Delta Sorority House. 
Rose trees on the Rose Garden 
were damaged on Feb. 5. 
Trespassing 
An unidentified subject was 
arrested on Jan. 26 at the health 
center parking lot. 
|L0njan- 26 a group trespass-
I mgon the Tennis courts area were 
I warned. No arrests were reported. 
heru S.i ect was arrested in We-
£2SSFeb- It was later dis-
parole 'he Subiect was on 
T h e f t s  
I temntlh3^' 2f there was an at" 
Parked Spare tire from a 
bower) °n paddnS '°t #20 (by 
«2',wastatenftomaback 
I tptcifiV lo. ary onJan- 24. No 
A h, i. Were rePorted. ras «o]en inCiW,rth itS contents 130. e Library on Jan. 
Burglary 
On Jan. 29 someone tried to 
burglarize a car parked in the 
pharmacy parking lot. A window 
H,as smashed but there was no 
II loss. 
continued from page 1 
Avenue is highly traveled. Students 
walking on that Stockton str«, 
than students who co"! 
IT, act,v,ties to campus 
• A Nov. 3 story related two dif 
It™1™6™5 of women beTng at 
tacked while walking on the levee 
The women were not from UOP so 
neither incident was officially classi­
fied as campus crime. The story dis­
couraged students from walking 
alone or at night on Stockton's levee 
v? indents should be aware of 
Stockton incidents because campus 
crime statistics are not the same^s 
city crime statistics. Stockton ranked 
60th out of 93 cities in a study on the 
ReVordSJhm27d,leS'aCCOrdin8,0'nie 
Even though UOP campus crimes 
have receded, violent crime on cam-
FbUS nationwide, according to 
the Feb. 3 Chronicle of Higher Edu­
cation. The nationwide increase has 
college offi^j d campus ^ 
perts worried, according to The 
Chronicle, and those officials say stu-
uSi ,arge,s f°r °ff camP"s 
th,nC^ eS,liSted by The Record as safer 
Idle S vt0" Wefe: San Jose' Louis-le, Las Vegas, and Sacramento. Los 
Angeles, Nashville, Miami and St 
Louis were ranked as less safe. 
Different crimes seem to haunt 
certain campuses. A campus may be 
plagued by one type of crime and 
bypassed by another. 
Students are just as likely to have 
their cars stolen from a Miami cam­
pus as from a Los Angeles campus, but 
at Los Angeles they are 600 percent 
more likely to be the victims of a bur­
glary. Las Vegas is rated as a city safer 
than Stockton, but the university 
there reported more crime than UOP 




Larceny - theft 





Incidents Incidents Change 
1 1 0 
68 95 -27 
0 0 0 
138 157 -19 
16 26 -10 
3 2 +1 
0 2 -2 
2 2 0 
228 285 -57 
CRiME ON CAMPUS: Crime rate of selected college cities 1993 












The City's University 
San Jose State U. 
U. of Louisville 
U. of Nevada 
Sacramento City College 
U. of the Pacific 
U of California at L.A. 
Nashville State Tech. Inst. 
U. of Miami 
U. of Missouri at St. Louis 
• Rank in list of the safest cities as reported in The Record, Jan. 27 
Gun deaths on the rise 









































tfie fi°nes!rXtb°°kS Were stolen in 
' On cfu6" / area on Feb. 1. On Feb i% 3 b" L
parked vehicle, 3 gnI1 from a enicle was stolen. The car parked k"LT iUJi . i he car 
houses, ehind the fraternity 
S,0,̂ oenhFCeK'VlCense P̂ te 
Way. 
TonFebVn l3tei 
^inwav 'Itwas P^ked 
was 
on 
* During You Know? 
Safety 0iS period of time, 
!°Urs of font Sprovided 105 
|^s'2h°ursofKatro1 to the cam-
d d 14 escort Tlepatro1' Pr°-
S and r ' und 12 open fc ~ 7° 4>i-
£ d 16 strand ̂ fflcers a]so as-
' fhe Past th 6 motorists dur-t three weeks. 
The number two cause of unnatu­
ral death in this nation is rising with 
a bullet. 
According to a new report from 
the University of California at Davis, 
the number of people killed annually 
by guns is creeping closer to the num­
ber of people killed in car accidents 
each year. 
"In the '60s, we used the phrase 
'the carnage on our nation's streets' 
to refer to deaths and injuries from 
motor vehicle trauma," said Garen 
Wintemute, author of "Trauma in 
Transition: Trends in Deaths from 
Firearm and Motor Vehicle Injuries." 
"Now in the 1990s that is a phrase 
better applied to gun violence." 
Wintemute says that 40,230 
Americans were killed by firearms in 
1993. That same year, 40,880 were 
killed in automobile accidents. Al­
though the data for 1994 is not yet 
available, Wintemute says it is more 
than likely that those killed by guns 
will outnumber those killed in auto 
accidents. 
While motor vehicle deaths have 
declined by 50 percent since 1969, 
gun violence, specifically deaths from 
injuries sustained by firearms, in­
creased by 41 percent from 1984 to 
1993, says Wintemute. 
While no detailed data is avail­
able for violent crime on college cam­
puses, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
data identified eight murders on col­
lege campuses in 1993. Overall, the 
data, based on voluntary information 
submitted by colleges and universi­
ties, showed 3,289 violent crimes oc­
curred on college campuses in 1993— 
of which 2,101 were classified as ag­
gravated assaults. 
African-American males between 
the ages of 15 and 24 died at a rate of 
176.8 per every 100,000 people in 
1993. That number is up dramatically 
from 1984, when the ratio was 55.9 
to 100,000. The 1994 rate is 5.4 times 
higher than the death rate for white 
males in the same age group. 
"Death rates from firearm injuries 
are at their highest level since the 
gangster days of 1932," says 
Wintemute, who suggests the govern­
ment start a comprehensive effort 
teaching others the dangers and fi­
nality of gun violence. 
2 ycamM, W2 
Strvic Acc Flows 
Killed by a drunk driver 
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast 
I litfnvay in Wilmington, Calf. 
If you don! stop your friend 
from driving drunk, who will? 
Do whatever it takes. 
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Student Q&A with presidental candidate DeRosa 
Students asked presidential 
candidate DeRosa the following 
questions at the student lunch 
on Tuesday, Feb. 14. 
Q: What are your suggestions 
to increase pride in the school? 
A: As a visitor, you don't want to 
say that you have been planning some­
thing for six months or a year, but that 
is what I was invited to do yesterday. 
There needs to be an agreement on 
identity, direction, and priorities be­
tween staff and students. That hasn't 
happened yet. There needs to be an 
open process where folks sit around and 
talk and maybe disagree as to what are 
the important things that this Univer­
sity is going to do in the future. In this 
process you will find, I think, that there 
are a lot more commonalties than there 
are differences in opinion. And once a 
shared vision is realized, then there will 
be an increase in spirit. 
Q: Out of all the President jobs 
available what appeals to you about 
being a president here? 
A: First let me say that I was nomi­
nated for the position and I now know 
that it was by an individual who knew 
me that went from a public institution 
to a private. This institution has, I think, 
a wonderful array of opportunities in 
front of itself in terms of the programs 
offered, and I have already said that 
there maybe too many programs here 
and that is something that has to be 
assessed, but we have a long standing 
commitment to undergraduate educa­
tion. That is something that many in­
stitutions are now trying to discover 
because it is something precious. That 
is fundamentally important to the fu­
ture of higher education in the United 
States. I come from an institution that 
wasn't a research institution, like this 
one so I have similar experience. 
Q: Athletics? 
A: I know that it is an issue that has 
taken a lot of energy on this campus. 
For answers to be found we can't be 
run down. I would like to think the uni­
versity can solve this problem before the 
next President because it is having a 
draining affect on the entire university. 
I am not afraid to handle it, however, if 
it was left to me. 
Authentic 
New York Style Pizza 
Sandwiches Fresh Salads Soup 
Draft Beer Wines 
2300 W. Alpine Avenue (1 block from I-5) 
462-6668  
Pizza Special $p oo 
Off Any Large Pizza 
VYith Coupon • One Coupon Per Pizza 
SUN. THRUTHURS. ONLY 
$17.49 PLUS TAX 
LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA 
Large Family Salad • Large Pitcher Soda 
_ Sj31 -95 
• 
1 
C o n g r a t u l a i  i o n s  t o  o n  
a t ̂  ̂  ^ T- ft, 
tc&aa (Zuruizci, 
'fca-KZ 
I t ' s  a l l  t h e  g r e e k  y o u  n  %  t o  k n o  
\<zco-6-6 
Rob Kim/Tbe Pw 
Donald DeRosa greeted Professor Peg Ciccolella after his speech on Mond, 
Q: What about diversity? 
A: Universities need to pay atten­
tion to diversity because students in the 
future with have to work with people 
from different backgrounds. Life in the 
twenty-first century is going to be as 
such to where people are going to h 
to appreciate and value people who 
not look like them, but share sim 
values in life. I completely support 
creased diversity in the university co 
munity. 
A You Can Help 
Recycle Life! 
Two Hours Of* 
Your Time Each 
Week Can Make 
A Difference. 
You Help Save 
Lives! At The 
Same Time, You 
Contribute To f; 
The Benelit Of i 
YourCommunityl 
Miles Inc., a national pharmaceutical 
leader, is currently seeking healthy people to 
participate in a quality plasma drive in our 
community. 
The plasma drive is open to adults age 18 
to 70 who are in good health and meet Miles 
donation requirements. 
Plasma is an essential fluid of life and is 
used.to make medicines to treat people with 
life-threatening diseases such as hemophilia 
and.congenital emphysema. Plasma-based 
medicines are also used to save the lives of 
burn victims, people in shock, and certain 
newborns whose lives are threatened. 
A$k hovy yiour COMMUNITY group ,. 
orobyrchcan ajso benefit finance y* 
Center Hour*. 
M 24o E Church St. 
ffi\ Stockton CA 95203 
7:00-4:30 
-465-0284 Miles Inc. "om IMI »"•» 
' ' - « ' * V. 
Only $1,523.64. Or about $29. a mo 
i^^tosjiPerfbrma* 6115 CD 
My $3,671.58. Or about $70. a month* 
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.* erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles, 
Wte not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh" we're making it easier no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use 
for you to buy something else you really need - time. Because for a limited Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day 
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the • . 
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph- power every student needs. The power to be your best* -ADOlfi VK 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTERS 
in the University Bookstore 
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center 
'Deferred.ippte Computer loan offer expires February 17,1995. So payment of interest or principal will be requiredfor 90 days (Some resellers may require a deposit to boUmerrbamhse u bile loan is bdr% appeatd) Mend 
accruing during tins 90-day perrodwitl be added to principal, and the principal amount, assomaeased, uiU thereafter bom mtercduhtdiurllbemdudedtn the repayment schedule. 'Monthlyparment is an estimate based on the 
fottaiing information. For the Performs'578U-/CD system sboun here, a purchase price of$1,641.77, ubicbindudes 7.75X sales lax. mdudmg loan fees, the total loan amount is $1,751'26, thrcb results in a monthlyper,nerd 
obhgahonof t29. For the Performs' 6115 v/CD system shown hen, a purchase price of $2.791.71 which indudes 7.75% sales tax; inchding loan fees, the total loan amount is $29545% iihkh results in amonthlv pr-menl obligation 
of $49 For the Power Macintosh' 8100/80 system shown here, apurchase price of(3.956.14, wbkhindudes 7.75% sales lax; inducting loan fees, the total loan amount o (4J86J9, rfcrt results in amonifypayment Mgahoncf 
$70. Computer system prices, ban amounts and sales taxes-mayrary. See your aulhorisd Apple Campus Pesdlervrrrpresenlatrtefor current system prices, loan andlax amounts. Loans arefor a minimum of $1900 b a 
maximumqf$10,000. You may take out more than one loan, but the total ofalliums cannot exceed $10,000annually. A 55% loan orighuslionfee will be added So the requested loan amount Tie interest rate is rariable, based on 
the commercial paper rate plus555% For the month ofSotember, 1994, the interest rate was W.85% with an Annual Percentage Rate if 12.10% 8-yearban term uitb noprepaymentpenalty. Tbemontbty payment and the Annual 
Percentage Kate shot V assume the 90-day deferment ifprincipal and Merest described aba e and no other deferment ofprincipal or interest Studentsmr: defer principal payments up to 4 years, orunsd graduation Deferment rH 
change your-montHypayments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject b credit apfmtal. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers arailable only b qualifying students, faculty andstaff Offers mailable 
onhJmmAppboranatdhoratt.ipfileCanpusReselierorrepresenlathe ©1994AppleCompiiler,brc.AHrifotsresened. Apple. theAppde1ogp.Macrrttod>.Performaandlhepoiier1obeymrbest'aren-gsteredhut-martstfA/tie 
Computer, Inc. AppleDesign-andPotter Abdntosharetnulemariso]Apple Computer, hrc 
BUB n M??'1t05h Performa* 578 u, 
ircSilMBuh<lriddr'!'e' CD R0Mdrive 
j}$ y' Aboard, mouse and all H 
software you're likely to need. 
°"1)' $2,590.91. Or about $49. a month. 
py-hruaiy 16. 1995 
Resident 
:ontinued from page 1 
ys presentation to the campus 
>flected on his conversation with 
* .. « /-| A f r> ^.1 TT *1 
hereii^^1-— »»**** 
a freshman outside of Knoles Hall 
Sunday, and how impressed the 
student were with UOP. 
"The bedrock of what we are all 
concerned about, and must be con­
ned about is the quality of the gen­
eral education," DeRosa said. "Thats 
something fundamental to what we 
do, its fundamental because it says 
something very important about 
I what we value." But he noted the pro­
gram can always be improved. 
"Granted you'll have to modify it. 
you'll have to do some special things 
to it." 
DeRosa also was aware of the 
many programs the university of­
fered, and he stressed that the stu­
dents of today and tomorrow will 
need to have multiple degrees and 
many talents—and that the univer­
sity must provide that. 
two 
on 
diso expressed great inter 
est in diversity. "Your name (Pacific)' 
implies an international perspective " 
He questioned students on their opin­
ions about the diversity at the Stu 
dent Lunch on Tuesday 
Libraries are the key to informa­
tion, said DeRosa, as he stressed the 
importance of technology. 
"Colleges and universities must 
for their student and their faculty' 
infuse technology into the university! 
ts essential ... and the students are 
watching," he said. 
DeRosa currently serves as Pro­
vost and Professor of Psychology at 
the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro. He has held this position 
since 1990, prior to that he was Dean 
of the Graduate School and Associ-
Chancellor for Research at 
UNC Greensboro from 1985 to 1989. 
PAGE 7 
Co* coyfifooe of tte m siM'sl search 
Alerting campus cops 
with a touch of a button 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
pocket-sized ZfoZo^ll^on ¥°rk-S,aK C°"e8e now 
students'alert ram^ Rocbesfer is testing a wireless transmitter that lets 
The trammfiS Prob,ems with a touch of a button. 
municaSsX^Se^''' ' 
trol that 2^?" 'S 3 wireless transmitter about the size of a car alarm con-
in th^ b3CkPacks' P°ckets' Purses or hands. If The 
tons on the rievirl a Potent,ally dangerous situation, she presses two but­
tons on the device, which signal the campus security system. 
personnd'ean lorT°Uh '°C3ted throuShout the campus, security 
help identify the student within seconds and dispatch 
lighfwUl^ohT rh! attaCk!rS ™OK hdp 3rrives' 3 siren and flashin8 
draw at entiAn 1A f u l I"*KSt reCe,Ver" "The sitliation wiR automatically draw attention to itself because of the alarm," says Art Brent president of 
mergency Communications. "In the meantime, help will be on the way " 
Dart nfTh^P Schoo,s can buy the system and offer the hand-held devices as 
fmiU campus security program. Students may also rent the devices 
from participating schools, he says. 
The Pacifican 
February 16, 1995 
r> « 
union Jason Lauboroug), Opinion Edit0r 946-2115 )lauboro@uop.cs.uop,e(jli 
rACIFICAN 
Heehlq news for the UOP Communitq since 1908 
Editorials 
Post-WASC fears: Will the old ways return? 
Earlier this year, the University received several positive com­
ments from the WASC accreditation committee for making mu -
needed improvements in the structure of its operatiions. Presirien 
Atchley and the Board of Regents garnered praise for ramng the 
standards within the University, improvements mainly s'P^d °n 
by the investigations by the Western Association of Schools and 
^However, as the WASC commission prepares to issue its final 
decision, fears are being raised that the Board of Regents migjjt re" 
turn to its old form, making decisions in secret with inadequate 
inf°Many improvements have been made, especially in budgeting. 
The "discovery" of an extra $400,000 for the library was a work of 
art, a program to retire the debt in 13 years has been instituted, an 
Regent Steve Hunten has a proposal for a zero-sum based budgeting 
process in the works. Unfortunately, other financial problems still 
need to be resolved, such as the undetermined cost of the footba 1 
program, and relying on the Schools of Law and Dentistry to bal­
ance out a money-losing Stockton campus. 
As WASC finishes up and as we get ready to hire a new presi­
dent, will these improvements continue? Will the Board of Regents 
keep working to help the primary function of our University, edu­
cation, or will they jump back to old habits? 
Naessens will be missed, his work will remain 
Earlier this month, Patrick Naessens, assistant dean of students, 
stepped down from his post to accept a position at Loyola 
Marymount University. His work here, reforming the Greek system 
and the establishment of a co-curricular awards program, will have 
an impact on UOP for years to come. 
Perhaps his best work came when dealing with the Greek sys­
tem. 
"There were lots of rivalries and competition that was breaking 
the system apart," Naessens said. His main goals were to have the 
chapters develop a feeling of community, and rather than compete 
with one another, work together to look more attractive to the stu­
dent body. 
In addition, he worked with the Hunton Fund for Excellence to 
establish a series of co-curricular awards, which he listed among his 
biggest accomplishments, something that will last for a long time. 
UOP "is ready to take off as a major private institution in the 
West," Naessens said. 
Patrick Naessens was one who helped to bring it there. 
Editorials reflect the opinion of a majority of the Pacifican Editorial Board. 
All senior editors and section editors are members of the Board. 
Letters to the Editor 
Cartoon by Frank flahr, 
Presidential Oversights 
Dear Editor: 
In briefing Peg Ciccollela, Chair­
person of the Academic Council, 
about his reasons for declaring a stu­
dent athlete who is on academic pro­
bation eligible to participate in var­
sity sports this Spring, President 
Atchley indicated the need to develop 
a policy dealing with mid-year 
elgibility problems for athletes. While 
President Atchley has the power to 
override faculty committees, even the 
faculty Academic Regulatins Commit­
tee, making such a decision clearly 
shows his lack of wisdom and dra­
matically illustrates why he is fre­
quently at loggerheads with the ma­
jority of the faculty. 
First of all, the University has a 
clear policy about maintaining a 2.0 
GPA to be eligible for all extracurricu­
lar activities. Second, the Athletic 
Advisory Committee has had a for­
mal policy since 1990 of reviewing all 
student-athletes at mid-year, some­
thing that is not required by the 
NCAA. UOP's policy was established 
because of the shared desire of the 
athletic department and the univer­
sity faculty to maintain the same 
standards for student-athletes that we 
have for all other students. Third, in 
the thirty years I've taught at Pacific, 
we have had an informal policy that 
is consistent with the formal policy 
of the Athletic Advisory Committee 
and which has been enforced by the 
NCAA faculty compliance officer. In 
fact, on a number of occasions in the 
past, student-athletes have returned 
in spring semester to discover that 
they had been declared ineligible to 
participate in spring varsity sports 
because of failing courses in the fall 
semester. Several of these cases over 
the years found their way into Die 
Stockton Record because the student 
was involved in a high profile spoil 
like basketball. 
President Atchley's action doe 
much to undercut the academic in 
tegrity of the university and the k 
gitimate role of the faculty in evalu­
ating students. His ignorance of ex­
isting formal and informal polio 
demonstrates his questionablelea' 
ership. If this one action wereasm 
lapse in judgment, it wou^ 
thing, but he has shown a cons 
pattern of either ignoring • 
unaware of policy in his 
P'1Seriesswe,,^-«5 
is that which occured at thej^ 
meeting of the Board o g 
was asked by the Re8e" u3j tu-
had no policy re8ardl ? | v repliec 
rassment. I^fntAJ*^ 
that he had asked _ eatSap 
Council to create one som Y , 
but that so far they had n ^ 
with one Perhaps t ^ ini u c. i . ne and 
would pick up the p .verS|tv 
Barbara St. Urbain, t aj0f ain,1 . n; 
sexual harassment educa 
about the matter, 1 am s dhin)tb en  hi"1 
be more than happy op;5 $ 
information describing ^ eVt: CViP co^' 
harassment policy. Sd oe5aro^ 
explain to him how sh 8.hools# n ° ol$L, 
to the departments and ^ 
ducting workshops jjy 
Hzingthefacu^'o^,# 
delicate issue. The nui 
John S. Williams h  
Professor of 
16, 1995 mion 
ma 
X into M 








Randdm (Tongue-in-Cheek) Thoughts 
Today, the third of the three presi 
f i a l  f i n i l i o i x  . . . ^11  i_  _  dential finalists will be on campus. 
As a test go up to him if you see him 
and ask him to guarantee you eligi­
bility in extracurricular activities next 
fall after your GPA drops below 2.0. 
A precedent seems to have been set 
allowing the president to do such a 
•ng, even if the catalog and impor-
an committees say otherwise. Be-
SSa ,being a few credits short, a 
lend of mine may not be able to 
douWPale l,his sPrin8- Maybe the double standard will apply in this case 
A report issued this week stated 
dronnpH1116 °n caraPus last year 
nuS il\ comParison to the 1993 
clroo hl,e jt wasn't a drastic 
isn'Fontl? a.re,ief to see that crime 
what w! "Se'The reP°rt didn't say 
mavbe r • resP°ns'ble for the drop, 
pay f0r fr'rnina,s were too cheap to 
,0 Park n e Parki"g Permif required 
int°abuildinam^US While breaking 
tential m, perhaps a few po-
that werp ^ers ̂  ®nto those ditches 
Annth^Ulte comm°n last year. 
decreas? possiWe reason for the 
^yteaYT^6 W3S the UOP Ice °n their nn ' way they pounded 
'' aPPearpH nentS in a recent fight, 
str£ 1 ?at they may have a few 
thing) .t fSkaters (not that it's a bad 
ful of Dlav!ems P°ssible that a hand-
(he hnivprclmay have 8°tten into 
ltlr°ugh Prp' J an<* onto fhe team 
('fA manaa ent Schley's creative 
Tĥ lekm̂ VPr°tCedures' 
marks the first time in 
a while that there were no letters con­
cerning "Interview With the Vam­
pire" or a certain review. Hopefully 
the most recent political correctness 
craze has passed us by, with only a 
few poorly-chosen phrases and 
burned Pacificans as casualties. Per­
haps the only one mourning the end 
of the controversy is myself, since I 
must now rely on real issues to fill up 
my pages. Maybe this newest presi­
dential blunder will provide me with 
plenty of copy. 
On the sports front, I had an in­
teresting experience Saturday at the 
basketball game against UCSB. At a 
couple of points in the game, I was 
very impressed by the cheering power 
of the Gauchos' fans. As I watched 
the game from my vantage point in 
the band, 1 wondered how it was pos­
sible for a small rooting section to 
come into an opposing gym and turn 
it into their home court. I then imag­
ined the power of 4000 of those stu­
dents cheering at the game against 
UNLV in 2 weeks. With a few chants, 
A. G. Spanos Center could become a 
pit of death for visiting players. A few 
glimpses of this capability became 
visible at the game's most strenuous 
moments, or during the comeback 
drive during last Thursday's game 
versus Long Beach. As UOP Basket­
ball prepares to make a run for the 
Big West Tournament, the student 
body could send a serious message to 
the rest of the league with a loud 
showing on ESPN. 
Leold 
I by Roger & Salem Salloom 
I hang out with different groups 
of friends at different times. 
For years I've had this one 
group. But we don't know each 
other's last names. 
We're really good friends... 
go to places, parties, sports 
we sing, 'Happy birthday to 
you, dear Connie....' 
Connie who? Who cares! 
I know another group, and they 
don't even know each other's first 
names. No kidding. 
"Hey you, ... Hey, Youl 
Yo babe, you, yeah you. 
Hey 
Hey youl 




Letters fo Hie Editor 
If it's controversial, 
it's in The Pacifican 
PAGE 9 
Opinion Top Ten Lis! 
Reasons to be a 
columnist for the 
opinion section 
10. Open forum for your opinions 
gives you the opportunity to 
make over 4000 readers think ev­
ery week. 
9. If you're a freshman science ma­
jor, it gives you an actual use for 
all that junk you're learning in 
Mentor II. 
8. It's easy. Your only requirement is 
approximately 1 1/2 pages each 
week. No running around, get­
ting interviews, like those other 
sections. You can write totally in 
the "comfort" of your own dorm 
room. 
7. Large conservative population on 
campus makes for many "Repub­
lican-bashing" opportunities. 
6. Smaller liberal population on cam­
pus means "Democrat-bashing" 
is less likely to get you hated. 
5. The third caller gets free tickets to 
REM at Shoreline (just kidding). 
4. You get to experience the truly 
wonderful feeling of having a 
freshman for a boss. 
3. "Newspaper Columnist" doesn't 
hurt on a grad school application. 
2. Impress your friends by having 
your name in bold type above a 
few columns of text in the only 
paper many of your friends read. 
1. It just gives you a warm fuzzy feel­
ing to know that somewhere in 
Stockton, a bird could be doing 
its business on your words. 
If pare interested Mting. 
there are a variehi of uiaifs to urrite 
for ftie Opinion section. Write everg 
uieek. everi) luto tueeks. or rnorh 
somettiing out. For more 
information, call Opinion Editor. 
Jason Lauborough at 94E-S1I5. or 
come to our office in Hand Hall, 
ltd floor. 
ource: Jason Lauborough 
PAGE 10 Opinion The Pacift 'can 
r* 
Computer lost your registration? No parking? 
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T H E 
I MAIL VOUR LETTER TO: OPINION EDITOR 
I THE PACIFICAN, STOCKTON, CA 95211 
I FAX YOUR LETTER TO : 946-2195 
I CALL YOU COMMENTS IN TO: 946 2115 Meekly neius for the HOP Community since 1908 
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Artist Nancy Moolin creates a harmony of light and sound 
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Cover Story 
The P, 
Artist successfully explores connection 
DEBRA LOUISE 
Pacifican guest writer 
The current exhibition in the 
McCaffrey Center Gallery makes the 
modern art lover ask, "Is it op, or is it 
color theory? What is this wonder­
fully stimulating art of color in mo­
tion?" 
Upon entering the gallery, one is 
drawn into an atmosphere of har­
mony of sight and sound. It is 
through the color relationships and 
texture of the artwork that one expe­
riences something audible. 
for artist Nancy Mooslin, art rep­
resents aspects of physics in visual 
form. In her words, "The primary 
concern of my painting is the rela­
tionship that exists between musical 
pitch and color. I believe this relation­
ship is more than a subjective and 
emotional one, it is a logical and 
natural linking of two phenomena." 
Viewer response is usually along 
the lines of, "I like the way it makes 
Movie reviews 
Mooslin's work continues 
in the gallery until Friday, 
and a reception will be 
held Friday night in the 
gallery, 7-9 p.m. 
me feel." 
Exploring the relationship be­
tween the human senses and visual 
representation is not a new endeavor 
for 20th century artists. John Cage, 
Robert Delaunay and Frank Stella all 
studied how the human senses per­
ceive visual stimuli and auditory rep­
resentation. 
Mooslin has developed a system 
that assigns a specific color to a spe­
cific musical tone. Each color/tone 
relationship emanates a frequency 
vibration that may be felt by the 
viewer. The result is visual harmony. 
A perfect example of this visual 
harmony is represented in Mooslin's 
work "Circle of Fifths." It is a three 
part composition including a sculp­
ture placed in front of a painting with 
viewer controlled recorded music. 
The painting ingeniously represents 
the fluidity between musical pitch 
and color. 
Mooslin has exhibited through­
out California. She has just com­
pleted a public commission for La-
guna Beach and would like to con­
tinue creating public-related art. 
The display of Mooslin's work 
continues in the gallery until tomor­
row. There will be a reception Friday 
night in the gallery from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. All are welcome to attend. 
Singleton's 'Higher Learning' presents questions 
Also reviewed: 'Boys On The Side' and 'Billy Madison' 
JASON MCFAUL 
Pacifican staff writer 
There is only one word that illus­
trates my response to "Higher Learn­
ing:" disturbing. This movie, directed 
by John Singleton and starring Omar 
Epps, Ice Cube and Laurence 
Fishburne provides the viewer with a 
good number of issues to digest. 
Although this movie was released 
some time ago, I felt compelled to 
attend a screening due to all the feed­
back it had received. 
Call me ignorant, but there are 
some issues presented in this film that 
confuse me. First, we have a young 
woman questioning her sexuality. 
While she is supposedly engaging in 
foreplay with a male, an image of a 
certain lady friend whom she is in­
trigued by flashes before her eyes. In 
fact, earlier she had come within 
inches of kissing this woman on the 
mouth. 
Now I was confused. For some 
reason I was under the impression 
that homosexuality was a trait people 
identified themselves with when they 
went through puberty, not college. If 
as presented in "Higher Learning," a 
woman wants to be with another 
woman sexually because the woman 
simply understands her needs more 
clearly than a man, then I am baffled. 
I happen to be under the contempo­
rary belief that males as well as fe­
males who Consider themselves ho­
mosexuals do so because they are at­
tracted to members of their own sex 
was unaware that as presented by 
John Singleton, that it was a choice 
or an experiment, instead of a natu­
ral desire. 
Another issue that is portrayed 
with definite regularity in this film is 
e discrimination/reverse discrimi­
nation merry-go-round that exists 
between African-Americans and Cau­
casians. I have deliberated over this 
for some time, and I must question hcfrnZoneof,hese«'™p™ correct in their assumptions Do 
white men control everything?,Are 
r01^ getting all the breaks, all 
the jobs? 
side has a valid point. I must 
state, however, that the solution is 
ot violence. People need to realize 
Sr., n! Y 3re not bein8 treated 
taiHy, then tough luck. Welcome to 
a nrnf L'fe is not fair—what a profound statement! 
If people would spend more time 
educating themselves or looking for 
all the nth °f comPlaining about 
than thS fr!°ple Who have " easi« 
m' then maybe, just maybe 






Pacifican staff writer 
Don't get me wrong. Stocktor 
is a lovely place to live but 
doesn't take long before „„t' 
mind starts turning towards find 
ing other places to go to unwind 
on the weekends. Northeast 
about three hours away, is .or. 
geous Lake Tahoe. 
The drive itself is very relax­
ing and takes you through snow 
covered mountains with some 
spectacular views of the lake as 
you make your approach. As you 
| drive down the main road, sev 
[ eral large hotels and casinos fill 
your field of vision. 
My companion and I chose j 
Harrah's, in South Lake Tahoe 
for all our gambling and enter 
tainment needs. Walking intoij 
casino for the first time is a litti 
overwhelming. Everywhere 
turned people were laying dowt 
chips, pulling slots in anticipa 
[ tion of the jingle of coins, or pre 
paring to be dealt another hand 
of their game of choice. There 
were tables with minimumstofit 
every price range (I stuck mainly 
to the $3 blackjack tables). Al­
though I did not strike it rich that 
evening, I did win seventy-fh' 
cents in a slot machine. 
In addition to the casino 
Harrah's offers an intriguing"1; 
endar of entertainment in 
South Shore Room, most recently 
featuring New Orleans pi3'; 
great Dr. John (see accompany"1? 
review, page 13). Upcoming'1"; 
liners include calypso icon arP 
Belafonte (Feb. 17-20)/ fan^_ 
horn section Tower of P01 I 
(May 5-7), Eric Burd00^3^". 
14) and—Cliff Huxtable 
ae 2-4)-
nation 
ill Harrah s 
L t j  a i i u — * *  —  
self—Bill Cosby (Jun  "4)' nr to 
For more information 
make reservations ca 
(800) 427-7247. 
Write for Hie 
The Pacifician'5 W 









^ print Bites: Korn, Mother Tonque 
i'XC-NN, Sinister Dane 
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Their bio reads, "The band is 
gom, and their self-titled debut al­
bum has everything it takes to grab 
hold of your soul and blow your 
mind." Actually, the only thing it will 
grab hold of is your wallet, and it will 
promptly blow 15 bucks. Korn (un­
fortunately we can't reproduce their 
backwards "r" in print) rounds up the 
usual heavy metal suspects—grind­
ing guitars, "scary" vocals, and ex­
tremely silly lyrics like "Evil thoughts 
iscreepin' through my mind." If 
you're a metal fan, try the Melvins 
instead. Korn get a star for using bag­
pipes on one song. 
Korn rounds up the 
usual heavy metal 
suspects—grinding 
guitars, "scary" 
vocals and extremely 
silly lyrics. 






Mother Tongue • • • 
Mother Tongue is a rock band 
best described by adjectives like 
funky," "psychedelic," and "or­
ganic." They rock harder than the 
Spin Doctors and Blind Melon, and 
bear a slight resemblance to Dave 
Navarro's new band Deconstruction 
Think: extended, almost blues jams 
grooving guitars, and lazy vocals! 
They re pretty good. 
XC-NN • • • 
The group was called CNN until 
the network threatened to sue, hence 
XC-NN. Their name, album cover art 
Sinister Dane • • • 
Sinister Dane is your typical funk 
metal band. The punchy bass and 
vaguely Alice In Chains-sounding 
guitar and vocal harmonies occasion­
ally give way to a blues lick or two 
the comparison to funk metal pio­
neers Living Colour is inevitable, but 
c lu lra,S° 3 litt,e of Soundgarden, 
faith No More and Stone Gossard's 
short-lived side project Brad. Best 
lyric: "You're not the hardcore bitch 
you used to be/It was fun but it had 
to go/ Now you've chosen nine-to-
five over anarchy/Thanks for the 
show." 
Concert review 
•=.Avoid it, ••=Fair, 






KmSllWith Performer Dr. John the 'Night Tripper' 
Pacifican staff writPr cremated, but he also plots to torch 
the cremator's place of business as 
ty-fi* 
F 
the Newton these SuYs are called 
Club FnH vfa"S SociaI and Measure 
the NightVTHnlyI mCa,ledDr John 
tickle the h ?Per and 1 m 8onna 
f o r  y a -"T h i s  w a s  
at Harrah'c nfe. ed b's Feb. 4 show 
tylUs final solo ,'he Tah°e' followed 
-• 1ind.?!Th.eaVd,en«™«'ed 
well so as to totally be rid of him. It's 
hard to imagine hating someone that 
much (although I did have a room­
mate once...). 
Midway into the performance, he 
launched into "Right Place Wrong 
Time," his top ten hit from 1973. 
Thanks to revised piano and horn 
arrangements, this song gained some 
new life over the studio version, 
which gets a tad lethargic after re­
peated exposure. 
Switching gears a bit, Dr. John 
rose from the piano and picked up a 
guitar for his version of the R&B clas­
sic "Let the Good Times Roll." While 
known for his skill at the piano, he is 
also an accomplished guitarist, turn­
ing in a credible performance. How­
ever skillful he may be at other in­
struments, people came to see him 
on the piano. He returned to it for 
the remainder of the show. 
The final highlight in a night full 
of them was the rendition of yet an­
other Mardi Gras song, "My Indian 
Red." Beginning with a several-
minute piano solo, the song slowly 
began to take shape, like a balloon 
filling with air. The song was unrec­
ognizable as The Doctor sped up, 
Plot*. to t i " " CIJUU8" working his way into the song until 
" .. a e his fival to be it became famili^shorjtly before the 
no rerni d^T ,/ udie ce needed 
,lle evenin. fS.^e had sPent most of 
im letting his n 
W ening be8an iC^e,ively 
^eabeend°ne,Vnrtl 
""-iudjn„ it Wnbten- How 
fl972),Dr I" t,S aIbum "Gumbo" 
0lvn- The cm h trU,y made if his *n- he r  i tru,  it i  
^tically a<: resP°nded enthusi-
•v skillful sni?7erse was followed 
band S m eacb member 
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Campus Paperbacli Bestsellers 
January J99S 
"'S11' touted use of samples 
would have us believe they're a 
echno group. But underneath the 
distorted vocals and soundbites lurks 
?c T P°P sensibility. The end result 
sort of Sisters of Mercy meets INXS. 
1. "Homicidal Psycho 
| Jungle Cat,' by Bill Watterson. 
(Andrews & McMeel, $12.95.) 
Latest Calvin and Hobbes collec­
tion. 
2. "Disclosure," by Michael 
Crichton. (Ballantine, $6.99.) 
Sexual harassment in a Seattle 
' electronics firm. 
Dr. John 
•ind Members l* l "8 from the 
i w W  C o m ! i U n c h e d  ° f f  t h e  t u n e  
t hen Vou r 7 Dog Don'f Bark 
H featured0"16 Around)-" This 
'°irir> n on 1989's excellent ,, j?'nS Back to v" 's exceUent 
of hilariouw °r,eans" album 
l a ^an who r , et yiolent) reaction 
ik been unf ahzes that his -th3( een unfaithA , woman 
singing started. 
As Dr. John left the stage, the 
small yet appreciative crowd gave the 
entertainer a well-deserved standing 
ovation. Shouts for more echoed af­
ter him. Some members of the audi­
ence wouldn't have been satisfied if 
the show had continued for another 
hour. From voodoo funk to New Or­
leans-style boogie woogie, the crowd 
was treated to a rare talent in the 
world'df music. 
3. "Interview With the Vam­
pire," by Anne Rice. (Ballantine, 
$6.99.) The novel that launched 
"The Vampire Chronicles." 
4. "The Shipping News," by 
E. Annie Proulx. (Touchstone, 
$12.) Newspaperman returns to 
childhood home after death of 
his wife. 
5. "The Vampire Lestat," by 
Anne Rice. (Ballantine, $6.99.) 
Mesmerizing story of the vam­
pire now a rock star. 
6. "Wouldn't Take Nothing 
For My Journey Now," by Maya 
Angelou. (Bantam, $5.50.) Col­
lection of essays. 
7. "The World Almanac and 
Book of Facts 1995," by Robert 
Famighetti, Ed. (World Alma­
nac/Funk & Wagnalls, $8.95.) 
8. "Seinlanguage," by Jerry 
Seinfeld. (Bantam, $5.99.) Ob-
I servations on life's pleasures and 
ordeals. 
9. "The Curse of Madame 
'C'," by Gary Larson. (Andrews 
& McMeel, $8.95.) Collection of | 
"Far Side" cartoons. 
10. "Chicken Soup for the 
Soul," by Jack Canfield and 
Mark Victor Hansen. (Health 
Communications, $12.) Stories 
! for heart and spirit. 
Compiled by "The Chronicle of 
Higher Education " from infor­
mation supplied by college 
storey pltpguglmJ the<;p\intry., 
~ iv -
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r% . • Reinelt Darren M. Antonovich/The Pacifican Professor Herbert Reinelt, this year's Faye & Alex Spanos Distinguished Teaching Award Winner will speak at the COP 
1995 Spring Convocation. The Convocation will be held in 
the Faye Spanos Concert Hall at 7 p.m. 
Feb. 16. Thursday Sat; 2:30 p.m. Sun; 7:30 p.m. Thurs. Through Feb. 18. 
ON CAMPUS 
Art Exhibition. Nancy 
Mooslin. UOP Gallery in 
McCaffrey Center. 9 a.m. On 
display through Feb. 17. 
Feb. 17. Friday 
W. Basketball vs. Cal State 
Fullerton. Spanos Center. 7:30 
p.m. 
Student Hour. "Spirituality 
and Its Meaning". Bechtel 
Center. Noon. 
ON CAMPUS 
Art Reception for Jan 
Dove. Graduate School Office, 
214 Knoles Hall. 5 p.m. 
Feb. 18. Saturday 
COP 1995 Spring Convo­
cation. Speaker Herbert 
Reinelt, Faye & Alex Spanos 
Distinguished Teaching Award 
Winner. 7 p.m. 
Art Reception for Nancy 
Mooslin. UOP Gallery in 
McCaffrey Center. 7 p.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
Movie. "Junior." 
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8 
p.m. 
"The effects of pop music 
on male/female relationships". 
Bechtel Center. 7 p.m. 
Movie. "Junior." McCaffrey 
Center Theater. 8 p.m. 
Pacific Market. "Music, 
World and New". Fresh mu­
sic from around the world in­
cluding concerts, workshops, 
and other events.Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Also Sat­
urday. For scheduele , call 
946-2415. 
TIGER SPORTS 
W. Softball vs. St. Mary's. 
Bill Simoni Field. 12 Noon. 
M. Volleyball vs. UC Santa 
Barbara. Spanos Center. 6 p.m. 
M. Baseball vs. Washing­
ton St. Billy Hebert Field. 7 
p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
W. Tennis vs. Washington 
St. Brookside Courts. 1:30 p.m. 
M o v i e .  " J u n i o r . "  
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8 
Feb. 19, Sunday 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Stockton Civic Theater. 
Woody Allen's "God" and 
"Death". Two one-act com­
edies. The Other Space, Manilo 
Silva Auditorium, Stagg High 
School, 1621 W. Brookside 
Road. Tickets $10. 8 p.m. Fri-
TIGER SPORTS 
w. Tennis vs. Boise St. 
Brookside Courts. 1:30 p.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
Movie. "Junior." 
McCaffrey Center Theater 8 
p.m. 
M. Baseball vs. Washing­
ton St. Billy Hebert Field. 7 
p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
M. Baseball vs. Washing­




Day. Ethnic food, song, and 
dance. Stockton Civic Audito­
rium, 525 N. Center St. Noon. 
Feb. ^Tuesday 
ON CAMPUS 
Tuesday World Forum. 
"The U.S. Constitution and 
the Framing of the Minority 
Question," presented by 
Michel Laguerre, Professor of 
Anthropology and African-
American Studies at Cal. Ber­
keley. A Haitian scholar and 
writer, he has published sev­
eral books on minority issues 
in the U.S. and in Haiti. Free 
lunch to UOP Students. 
Bechtel Center. Noon. 
HIV Testing. Free & Con­
fidential. Cowell Health Cen­
ter. 6 p.m. 
M u s i c . W i l l i a m  
Whitesides, Tenor and Audrey 
Andrist, Piano. Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall. 8 p.m. 
Movie."Fresh." McCaffrey 
Center Theater. 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
W. Basketball vs. UC 
rvine. Spanos Center. 2 p.m. 
''a 1 * 7» V» V \ I * f̂, v» A V, * •» > * •» 
Feb. 22, 
ON CAMPUS 
HIV Testing. Free S 
Confidential. Cowell 
Health Center. 9 a.m. 
Movie. "Fresh 
McCaffrey Center Theater 
8 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Delta Sierra Group 
Terry Strange, "Wetland Bi­
ology: Fairy Shrimp m 
Joaquin County. • 
Cross United Methodi 
Church, 1200 W. Hamme' 
Lane. 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 83. Thursdaq 
ON CAMPUS 
Dedicat ion.  
Stephen E. Sca,1"\ entof 
ence Room. Depar 
The 
Public Safety. 3 p.m-
i Peter 
Guest Speaker-
CooJ\Y!ce^rw^ LOUD; v pj.pi CEO of The Co°rs B El)Vi. 
Company, "The N ^ 
ronmentalism-
p.m. 




If  you have ever pondered 
ulganan rhythms, Southeast 
Asian colotomic structures or 
stand °S W3nted t0 under" 
stand more about the 
shakuhachi, or are simply curb 
OUS about the interplay of the 
music of the world and contem-
porary composition, the events 
held this weekend will be of in­
terest. 
This year's Society of Com­
posers, conference, "Music, 
World and New," will offer the 
adventurous an opportunity to 
explore indigenous and contem­
porary music through numerous 
concerts, workshops, lectures 
and discussions. 
The two-day conference, pre­
sented by the Conservatory of 
Music and School of Interna­
tional Studies, is a special event 
in the new-music concert series 
at UOP, "Pacific Market: Fresh 
Music From Around The World," 
directed by UOP composer Curt 
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encefr y  ° f  t h e  c o n f e r" nce activities, including the 
]icnCertS'WlU be open to the pub-
Wi" be °n Friday 
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in Faye 
Spanos Concert Hall; other con­
certs and activities will be held 
throughout both days in various 
locations on the campus. Admis­
sion is free to UOP students with 
ID cards. Call 946-2415 for more 
information about the confer­
ence schedule. 
The San Francisco ensemble Gamelan Sekar hvn ,,,,7/ a „ • Ritha,d Blair 
spanos Cancer, Hall Ms SaMMyan/t'Z dP«f°">«»S <" Faye 
Ifc V Interview with 
•Jie Vampue." McCaffrey 
[Center Theater. 8 p.m. 
'r li St0!* CAMpUS 
t.pFn.SSa l o .TTh"h IttSun On U' 58 Thur. 
W Friday JV°nightat 7:30 
Itance" e n ^urday perfor-
Jnee- 2-30 n"1' unday mati-
l^arie Lane pm 2312 Rose 
iS»|tti0" 473-2424inOre inf0r' 
lt| 
I 24, Friday 
•CN fcaypus 
'ino Faye Sn Wiens' Pi-
® Pw. Concert 
' terTh^ter.8p.m fFey 
y SPORTS 
Ebte' Bii)Sybfal, Vs- Portland 
Pan. ^ Hebert Field. 1 
h 
^nosr^Wbal] 
Feb. 25, Satorday 
ON CAMPUS 
Movie. "Interview with the 
Vampire." McCaffrey Center 
Theater. 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
M. Baseball vs. Portland) 
State. Billy Hebert Field. 1 p.m. 
M. Volleyball vs. Long 
Beach St. Spanos Center. 3 p.m. 
M. Basketball vs. Newj 
Mexico St. 
Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
UPBEAT Outdoor Events., 
Ski Trip To Kirkwood. $23 price 
includes an all day lift ticket! 
and bus transportation to and 
from Kirkwood. Sign up for| 
the trip in the McCaffrey Cen-1 
ter Gameroom A.S.A.P. Bus 
leaves Burns Tower at 5:30 a.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
w. Tennis vs. UC Santa) 
Barbara. Brookside Courts. 12 j 
Noon. 
M. Baseball vs. Portland 
State. Billy Hebert Field. 7 p.m. 
Feb. 27. Monday 
Feb. 26. Sunday 
ON CAMPUS 
"The Figure: Altered and 
Distressed." The art of Poupee 
Boccaccio, reliquaries and as­
semblages; Pamela Lanza, 
works on paper; and Carol 
Tarzier, figurative ceramic 
sculpture. Richard Reynolds 
Gallery in the UOP Art Cen­
ter. 8 a.m. through Mar. 30. 
TIGER SPORTS 
M. Baseball vs. Canadian 
National Team. Billy Hebert 
Field. 1 p.m. 
M. Basketball vs. UNLvl 
(ESPN Big Monday) Spanos [ 
Center. 9 p.m. 
Feb.  28 ,  Tuesday 
"Interview with the Vam­
pire." McCaffrey Center The­
ater. 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
M. Baseball vs. Stanford 
Billy Hebert Field. 7 p.m. 
Mar. 1, Wednesday 
ON CAMPUS 
HIV Testing. Free & Confi­
dential. Cowell Health Center. 
9 a.m. 
"Interview with the Vam­
pire." McCaffrey Center The­
ater. 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
W. Softball vs. Sacramento 
State. Bill Simoni Field. 1 p.m. 
Mar. 3, Friday 
Mar. 2. Thursday 
O N  CAMPUS 1 O X I  r A u m T C  
Cent/ 1 vs- DSC I Movie. "Interview with the I HIV TPCTIMR Fr p & r c center. 7.on ^ Vamnim» * I HIV lesting. Free&Confi-
30 P m" | Theater 8 D Ce"ter dential. Cowell Health Center. | 
' " • 6 p.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
Movie. "Speechless." 
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8 
p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
W. Basketball vs. San Jose 
State. Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
Movie. "Speechless." 
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8 
p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
w. Tennis vs. Fresno 




nent American poet Maya 
Angelou. Tickets can be pur­
chased at the UOP box of­
fice and are $ 10, students/$5 
with I.D. Atherton Audito­
rium, Delta College, 8 p.m. 
Haul an event listed in 
the calendar? 
It's free! 




Arts & Entertainment 
Opera review 
Ben Franklin meets Mozart refreshing entertainment 
JUSTIN GINGERY 
Pacifican staff writer 
Last Sunday The New American 
Opera Company presented a rendi­
tion of Mozart's "Cosi Fan Tutte" in 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. Director 
Mark Ross Clark translated the origi­
nal libretto from Italian to English 
and moved the setting from 18th cen­
tury Naples to 1783 Pennsylvania. 
The transfigured story ran 
smoothly. Two men are overheard 
bragging about the faithfulness of 
their fiances. The man who overhears 
this conversation is Benjamin 
Franklin. Franklin bets the two men 
that their fiances will not remain 
faithful if the right situation was pre­
sented to them. The men agree to go 
along with the bet. 
Franklin plans to inform the 
women that their men have gone to 
battle. The men must then dress up 
as fur trappers and try to win the 
hearts of the unknowing women who 
happen to be sisters. Franklin also 
recruits the help of the women's ser­
vant, to help persuade the women to 
love the "strangers." Franklin's con­
nection with the kite and electricity 
are worked in to the plot. 
The set construction was simple. 
A small rotunda replica was used with 
versatility for every scene. Although 
not unpleasing to the eye, a subtle 
change would have been nice. 
One very amusing scene was the 
electrocution scene in which a kite 
was lowered from the ceiling. The 
light design made a realistic lightning 
storm that brought life back to opera 
when it was beginning to dim. The 
lighting design for the most part was 
distracting. Every time the perform­
ers entered an aria, the lights would 
become dim and cast a shadow. Over­
time, this design ended up giving a 
dismal effect to a very humorous 
comedy. 
The performances were great. 
David Oliver had a wonderfully fit 
tenor voice. Both baritones—Michael 
Taylor and Michael Delos were 
soothing in sound and accurate in 
portrayal. 
Although the overall perfor­
mances of Karen Kassouni and Anne 
Victoria Banks were respectable, their 
voices didn't amaze. They almost 
seemed a little timid at times and 
afraid to let it go. Brenda Grimaldi, 
on the other hand, lost all inhibi­
tions. Even though her voice was the 
least impressive of the cast members, 
her stage presence and experience 
showed as she was the major source 
of energy and life within the nr„ 
tion. "r°u 
Susan Uher, a vocal perform 
^]S?ted,'"Themalesw«2 but the females were not that i 
and the lighting was bad " 
Iliked Clark's idea of tran^ 
the language and time of the „ 
Not just for communication real 
but for refreshment and creativ 
Since I have a biased interest in h 
torical figures, it was great to 
Franklin depicted in a Mozart m 
terpiece. 
Movie review 
continued from page 12 
progress would be made. Until then, 
however, we'll have a certain group 
complaining about one thing and 
another group complaining about 
another. I could write an entire dis­
sertation on this, but I haven't the 
time nor the inclination to do so. 
Overall, John Singleton did in 
"Higher Learning" what Oliver Stone 
did in "Natural Born Killers." Single­
ton helped to make us aware of the 
problem, then gave the viewers a 
three second visual of the solution. 
It would be better if they spent less 
time focusing on the problems and 
more on the solution. But problems 
sell, and solutions do not. "Higher 
Learning" is a good movie. It is ex­
tremely perplexing, but a good movie 
nonetheless. 
"Boys On The Side" is a long tale 
about an African-American lesbian 
Summer Employment in... 
Yosemite 
Concession Services Corp. _ 
offers you the opportunity to live and wot* 
in one of the world's most beautiful sites. 
The "Yosemite Experience" is a tradition of 
exceptional guest service. If you have the ability 
to work hard and smile, now is your 
chance to join our team. 
Yosemite 
A representative will be on campus 
TUesday, February 28th, 1995, 
We will be accepting applications for a variety of 
positions in all areas of hospitality service in our hotels 
L restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities 
Housing available to applicant only. 
(Whoopi Goldberg), a woman in­
fected with a serious disease (Mary-
Louise Parker), and casual user of 
drugs (Drew Barrymore), pregnant 
and unsure of who the father might 
be. The film chronicles their nine 
months together as they see each 
other through life, death, love and 
marriage (not exactly in that order). 
I don't want to classify this movie 
via gender, but I feel that I must. If 
you are a relatively masculine male, 
don't go see this movie. This is a 
movie about strong females. And 
consequently, this is a movie geared 
more toward a female audience. 
Personally, I thought "Boys On 
The Side" was almost as slow as the 
Civil War Era class I had the misfor­
tune to attend last year. I give it a 4 
1/2 on the Seat Uncomfortability 
Scale, and even if I had a stiff pillow, 
I probably still could have fallen 
asleep. 
"Billy Madison," starring Adat 
Sandler, is a relatively hysterica 
movie containing "Naked Gun/'fc 
stick, off-the-wall, wild-man-tyy* 
humor that only some of us love ; 
particularly found Certain scenes in 
this film brought tears to my eyesdue 
to an over-abundance of laughter 
while in other scenes, I was insulted 
by the bad acting and poor punch­
lines. 
This movie is definitely one you 
should not pay full price for, butii 
does have a storyline, it does have) 
plot and, as I mentioned, some seers 
are absolutely hilarious. If you've 
heard Adam Sandler's comedic acton 
compact disc, then you are aware of 
his innate comic genius. It is defi­
nitely displayed in "Billy Madison." 
If you get the opportunity, stopb 
and see this movie. It's not great, hi 
it's not really that bad either. 
t0f all the things 







(UOP campus deliveries 
OneToppngP'M 
Small S4.99 Medium S5.99 W-
ai f lP u s e» 
952-3030 
(.It s the phone number of 
VOUP 1 ftfnl Drsmi r\r\ ' c D-i T-»n ^ 
(PARTY 
2 large on 
2-liter 
It's ..,.. 
your local o ino's Pizza.) 
'UNLIMITED TOPPINGS^ 
One medium pizza with 
all of your favorite toppings 
No double 
,cu, I 
   
i$Q99 








I and a C 
I $1 
- - - •— to n { 
| Offer valid lot all UOP students, lecutty end Had ___ P 
I  w ? h ^ ° n n o t w i , h o « e r . O t f e r v a h d  H M  
" °°5f W 31 part,ciPa,'ng store5 only ^i| PI I 
Vcarrvle«tSMe')'^(5pl'Cal*0urdnvers Klil . . Custom pays sales ta carry tes^thar^20^M995 Domino's Pisa Inc. illTf Scarry less tt>»n $20. € 
Th ! pac,i, I February 16, 1995 ^^Entertainment 



























McCsffieij Ceofer Tfieafre 
"Junior" 
Acclaimed filmmaker Ivan 
Reitman directs this far out story 
of the crisis and comedic conse­
quences that follow a wildly out­
rageous male pregnancy experi­
ment. Hollywood megastars 
Arnold Schwarzenegger and 
Danny Devito star with Academy 
Award winning actress Emma 
hompson in this uproariously 
unusual tale of human role rever­
sal. Rated PG-13, Feb. 16-19 
V°U Can Call Us Your Family 
^ Now 
When you need a FAMILY DENTIST you 
can trust, we extend our family to you. 
• Cosmetic and General Dentistry • Customized Cosmetic Evaluation 
•Bleaching ana Treatment 
• Bonding and Porcelain Veneers • Video Imaging 
• Easy and Gentle Care • Tooth Colored Crowns 
• Ultrasonic Cleaning . Located Close to Campus 
• Most Insurance Accepted • Relaxed Atmoshpere 
• Fillings, Dentures 
We value good communication—ail concerns that you have wi be mswered. 
Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOTHBRUSH 
One Coupon per Person • No purchase necessary Expires 5/31/95 
Lester H. Low, DDS 
5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2 
At Yokuts Near California State Automobile Association 
"Fresh" 
More than just a story of a boy 
forced to choose between good 
and evil, Boaz Yakin's film is a pow­
erful look at the ravages of a drug-
filled world and their effects on an 
impassive, 12-year-old black 
youth. Newcomer Sean Nelsoh 
£iVeS a„rivetin8 Performance as 
rresh, the boy whose life is torn 
between the two most important 
men in his life: the seductive drug 
dealer who employs him as a cou­
rier, and his unemployed father, a 
man with a mind for chess whose 
lessons may teach the boy more 
than he realizes. Rated R, Feb. 21-
"Interview With 
A Vampire" 
Imaginative filmmaker Nejl 
Jordan brings the classic Anne Rice 
novel to the big screen with the 
charismatic Tom Cruise and Brad 
Pitt starring Lestat and Louis, two 
vicious vampires who have sur­
vived for decades on the blood of 
others. Powerful and mesmerizing, 
this captivating story of desire, 
horror and immortality is revealed 
by Louis to an ambitious reporter 
(Christian Slater) in 20th century 
San Francisco. Rated R, Feb. 23-26 
S A L O N  ' » u c c o S K I M  
f) vm B A S I X 
1465 WEST MARCH LANE 
STOCKTON, CA 95207 
(209) 952-7286 • 95-BRAVO 
T R U C C O 
MAKEUP BY SEBASTIAN 
Complemetarv Make-up & Skin 
Care lessons given individually 
Makeup Artist/Hairstylist 






Member Pacific Athletic Foundation, 
UOP School of Dentistiy Alumni Association 
If you've ever thought 
about making your own 
beer, now is your chance. 
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17 
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es Danielle Godfrey Features Editor 946-21 15 
lease, leave your keys behind 
FLLE GODFREY J  ,, N IE   
J j f ican Staf f  Writer  
was about to have what I 
lupht would be the perfect vaca-
i. My uncle had hired me to be an 
distant at his advertising firm for 
iristmas vacation. The night before 
e long drive to Tahoe, my mother 
j I decided to go into town and 
mi up some supplies. While shop-
jngI, ran into a friend's mother. She 
jve me a hug and we exchanged 
I am angry to think the 
man who killed two of my 
friends was presumed to 
be under the influence 
eetings. 
When the small talk ended she 
ied me if I had heard the news. I 
mmediately thought to myself, 
'ho is pregnant now?" or "Who is 
Imaged?" Then out of the blue, I 
peard the news. A very good friend 
)(mine was killed in a car accident 
long with another girl. 1 couldn't 
Jelieve it. Right in the store 1 sat on 
' e floor and began to cry. 
1 cried out of sorrow and then out 
if regret. In the past two years that I 
lad been away at school, I had seen 
ktalked to this friend who was once 
tdosebuddy, about three times. I fig-
r'd 'here would always be time to 
ph up on one another. We had the 
Itst of our lives to be friends. 
I A few weeks ago I was reading the 
IfPP'ngs my mother had saved for 
e to keep, it seemed like such a 
,e and such a mistake. How un-
r.'|was have been buried on 
"s mas Eve- Then my eyes rested 
"^sentence fragment and I 
hnh A ?e'ieve my eyes. The man 
CfI uf the car head on was pre-
tce h t been under the influ" 
ild fnii1 00 furtber investigation 
JicH 0wed because he was also 
I Am!" ]"3' 15>°00 
\QlCnLlc,an? were killed in 





15,000 Americans were air U WUC 
lc,ithan ° related accidents. In 
' aPPens to be the #1 killer of 
ilhoblem /1VinS has always been 
p'ker,ofth u3id Sergeant Larry 
r'h'the >;!Hi§hway Patrol, "how-
mg do\vrf ^St ^ew years h has been J J 
L ^hen H ftically-" 
iFarem, n8 with DUI laws, 
many rn'sconceptions. As of 
°'d laywneW 'avvs were enforced 
!?e under"rr,S Were ehanged. If you 
e age of 18 and are in­
toxicated, with a blood alcohol level 
of .01, you can lose your license for 
one year, or until age 18. Just because 
you were .01 doesn't mean you can't 
be legally declared drunk, it simply 
means that the offense with .01 is a 
loss of license. You can even be pe­
nalized if you're a passenger, and 
you're under the influence. If you are 
between the age 18-21, the legal limit 
is .08, the same for those who are 21 
and over. 
Not only have laws changed per­
taining to drivers with class C licenses 
(cars), the laws pertaining to class A 
and B (motorcycles and 3 axle rigs) 
have also changed. The limit at which 
drivers can be considered intoxicated 
is .04. If a truck driver is .01 and is 
pulled over, an officer has the right 
to detain that driver for 24 hours. 
As I sit here and think to myself 
about all the times I have seen a 
friend drive under the influence and 
they have not hurt themselves or any­
one else, I thank God. It is plain stu­
pidity if you think that it won't hap­
pen to you, because it could. I am 
angry to think the man who killed 
two of my friends was presumed to 
be under the influence and I wonder 
if he thought to himself that night 
that he was about to take two inno­
cent lives, as well as his own. I don't 
think that he was thinking at all. 
If you are going to a party or are 
throwing one, take the necessary pre­
cautions. Designate one person as a 
sober driver for the night and have 
him or her take the keys of each guest 
as they arrive. If you drive to a party, 
make arrangements before you arrive. 
Pick at least two people with whom 
you are car pooling and make them 
the designated drivers for the night. 
If anything, have money on you so 
in an occasion where no one is sober 
you can at least know you will get 
home safe in a taxi. 
It seems like such a shame to 
think that the death of two friends 
has to be the factor which brought 
me to reality. It is a shame, but I have 
learned a life long lesson. As Walker 
says, "If you care about your life, fam­
ily and future, you won't drive with 
alcohol in your system at all." 






QUESTION OF THE WEEH 
What punishment would you suggest for 
' ari\ ' drunken d ivers who are responsible for deaths? 
Jag Kooner  
"License suspended indefi­
nitely and a stiff jail sentence.' 
Rami Aomul la  
"Jail definitely with a mini­
mum jail sentence of 15 years." 
Matt  Dae  & Dan Tretheway 
"Death penalty. First you are 
breaking the law driving under the 
influence, then you take 
Interviews till Danielle Godfrey. Ptiotos by Darren MJnfonovicli 
; 







behind the recent 
UOP computer crash 
10. Elvis Virus: Your computer gets 
fat, slow, and lazy and then 
self-destructs, only to surface 
at shopping malls and service 
stations nationwide. 
Politically Correct Virus: Never 
calls itself a virus, but instead 
refers to itself as an "electric 
micro-organism." 
AT&T Virus: Every three min­
utes it reminds you what great 
service you're getting. 
7. MCI Virus: Every three min­
utes it reminds you that you're 
paying too much for the AT&T 
virus. 
6. Star Trek Virus: Boldly invades 
your system where no virus 
has gone before. 
5. Congressional Virus: Your 
computer locks up, and the 
screen splits with a message 
appearing on both sides blam­
ing the other side for the 
problem. 
Kevorkian Virus: Helps your 
computer shut down as an act 
of mercy. 
3. Right to Life Virus: Won't al­
low you to delete a file, re­
gardless of how old it is. If you 
attempt to erase a file, it re­
quires you to first see a coun­
selor about possible alterna­
tives. 
2. Arnold Schwarzenegger Virus: 
Terminates and stays resident. 
It'll be back. 
1. Jeffrey Dahmer Virus: Eats 
away at your system resources 
piece by piece. 
Wrife pur own Top Ten List 
or just provide 
The subject. 
Send pur ideas 
to Danielle ar The Pacifican. 
Contributed bij Jason Lauborougti 
from Gopher server 
Features ;ThePa 
Admissibility of evidence, part two 
This article is a follow up to the pi e-
vious article which was printed in the 
Feb. 9 issue of the Pacifican. The pur­
pose is to further explain some of the le­
gal issues that take place in court during 
a criminal proceeding. 
Even relevant and reliable evi­
dence is not admissible in a court of 
law when the prejudice of it unfairly 
outweighs its privilege value. Further­
more, the fact a defendant has been 
previously convicted of a felony 
crime can be extremely prejudicial to 
him or her. Proposition 8 has made it 
possible to accept prior convictions 
admissible in court with limited re­
strictions to impeach a defendant 
who testifies in their own behalf. 
Also, other criminal acts of the 
defendant or witnesses are usually not 
admissible. For example, an investi­
gator is assaulted by the defendant. 





sonnel file shows that 
he or she received a 
reprimand or worse for 
hitting someone. The 
defendant would re­
ceive permission to use 
this information on the investigator 
to show that this person may have 
started the fight. 
A prosecutor is required to give a 
complete background for the evi­
dence he wants to show to the jury 
or he wants to tell the jury about. This 
includes a full explanation of who 
seized the evidence, when it was 
seized, where it was found, etc. If the 
prosecutor can't prove or answer 
these questions, the evidence is often 
In honor of 
Black History month 
By IP. IRVY 
On behalf of the African-American 
professors and students, I welcome you. 
We appreciate your joining us as we 
begin our celebration of Black History 
Month. 
Hear the drums, we are the people of 
rhythm 
More than a celebration, we em­
bark on a journey that neither begins 
nor ends with the end of the month, 
but continues throughout the year. 
Ours is a rich history, that cannot be 
restricted to a month. 
Hear the drums, we are the people of 
the rhythm 
As African-Americans, we are the 
people of two continents, with Africa 
being the largest. We are descendants 
of great kings, queens, chiefs, and heal­
ers. Our civilization had the most im­
minent scientists, mathematicians, phi­
losophers, educators, poets and musi­
cians. Our religions were practiced from 
the beginning of time and include 
Christianity. 
Hear the drums, we are the people of 
the rhythm 
For a people that were captured, 
stolen from their native lands, chained 
in the hulls of ships, many not surviv­
ing the trip, brought to the Americas 
and enslaved for 300 years. We have 
come a long way. 
Hear the drums, we are the people of 
the rhythm 
For a people so hated, considered 
less than 3/5th human and property to 
be handled in any way the owner chose, 
we have not only survived, but we have 
persevered! We are not people of great 
physical, mental and spiritual strength. 
For many, it has been our faith that kept 
us alive in the face of unimaginable ad-
versity. 
Hear the drums, we are the people of 
the rhythm 
On the 4-day trek from Selma to 
Montgomery, Alabama, people were 
tired. This was the third attempt and 
some were low in spirit, Martin Luther 
King, jr. said these words: 
"1 know you are asking today, 'How 
long will it take?' 
"I come to say to you this after­
noon, however difficult the moment, 
however frustrating the hour, it will not 
be long, because the truth pressed to 
the earth will rise again. 
"How long? Not long, because no 
lie can live forever. 
"How long? Not long, because you 
will reap what you sow. 
"How long? Not long, because the 
arm of the moral universe is long but it 
bends towards justice. 
"How long? Not long, because 
thine eyes have seen glory of the com­
ing of the Lord..." 
Hear the drums, we are the people of 
the rhythm 
ruled not admissible in court 
It is very important that 
lected information be we 
mented and specially labeler 
dence. If evidence is relevant 
petent, hearsay or opinion it' 
excluded from the trial. Thi 
"Exclusionary Rule," which, 
purpose is to deter unconsti! 
conduct by the police. 
Now that you have read pan 
part two of Bob Calaway's arti 
missibility of Evidence," maityc 
tare lawyers can go through sch 
a clear mind on how to work c 
you have airy questions pertaim 
and order, feel free to call Bob i 
at extension 3034 or drop him 
the Public Safety office. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET 
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNI 
Do youne 
m T > •••••: 
• ; /" 
' • • 
for Co 
Search service offers perso 
match of schlorshtps and gra 
private, 
For more 






















T h e  T u n e  
S t o c k t o n  
L o d i  
u p  S h o p  &  S e r v i c e  C e n t e r  
7 7 1 1  T h o r n t o n  R d .  9 5 1 - 7 8 4 4  
1  W. L o d i  A v e .  3 3 4 - 2 6 5 4  
U O P  S t u d e n t s  A p p l y  F o r  1 0  D i s c o u n t  C a r d  
Lube, Oil, Filter," 
Tire Rotation 
[ J T U N E - U P  S P E C I A L !  
i  I  4  C  y '  $39 .95  !  
!  I  6  C y l  $ 4 9 . 9 5  !  
I|' 8 Cy' $59.95' 
[ | Most cars. Includes Bosch Plugs, Ign Rotor,1? 
11 Adjust Timing, Idle RPM, under hood safety'' 
I l_ check 
We use quality Oil Filter, 
Havoline Oil up to 5 qts. 
Most cars 
Save 20% Off Prints and Posters 
to ContemPorary, Landscapes to Seascapes 
Old Masters to New Figures, if it's an open edition print or poster 
ITS on sale now at Deck The Walls. 
T>ECK™WALLS 
Expressive An and Custom Framing 
The Mall at Weberstown 4950 Pacific Ave. 474-1591 
Good through Spring Semester 
Happy Hours 
4 p.m. - 7 p.m 
Monday - Frid; 
COLOR COPIES 994 
COPIES 5 Each (209) 478-6290 2324 GRAND CANAL 6LVD. »4 . STOCKTON. CA 95207 
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTRANCE 
Coloring Available 
in 
Whether you 're copying an important document, or a school 
paper, recipes from a friend or a proposal lor a maior client 
stop by your neighborhood Pah Mail store 
B4IOH4IL 
wc Ship Anything. Any w h 
T h e  L a d i e s  o f  D e l t a  D e l t a  D e l t a  
would like to congratulate their Spring 1995 New Members! 
Dn Behr  Laure l  No lan  
nne  Chance  „  ? . 9 .  Kat ie  Roza  
y  Dannen Chante l le  Lowe A | e ) ( i a  s t j e rne  
ie  Due  „  Ke l ly  Ta lent  
F ie lder  Amy McDowel l  Jenny  Turner  
Beth  F laher ty  ^ ° e l  M . °^ e . r . .  Gwen Twis t  
I rtBmrrnh-nra, OMMMMU*fito&Li)ii&ilLi.i.i.v w i&lMUMI 
The Pacifican 
February 16, 1995 
Page 22 lassifieds Classified Ad'.l 
MISC. 
DELTA AIRLINES GETAWAY! 
Purchase your chance to WIN 
2 roundtrip tickets anywhere 
in the CONTINENTAL U.S. 
$3.00 each or 7 for $20.00. 
Eroceeds go to UOP Cheer­
leaders. Call Celexsy at 462-
4714! 
FUNDRAISING: FAST 
FUNDRAISER - RAISE $500 IN 
5 DAYS - GREEKS, GROUPS, 
CLUBS, MOTIVATED INDI­
VIDUALS. FAST, EASY - NO 
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION 
(800) 775-3851 EXT. 33 
* FOR RENT 
FOR RENT: 2bdrm duplex 
$525/mo & $300 deposit. 
Water sewer garbage paid. 
1853 North Hunter. Available 
3/10 Call Teri 546-1832. 
OWN 4 LESS THAN RENT! ! ! 
2Br. 1 1/4 Ba Condo w/ Ga­
rage. Current Pymt $39 7/mo 
4 everything. Gar. Door 
Opener, Storage, Frplc, Fans, 
Refrig, Ice Mkr, Alaram, Deck, 
Bool, Laundry. Walk to UOP. 
Save Gas & Prkg . $47,500 
Call 478-7976. 
WANTED 
$ ARE YOU IN NEED OF 
MORE MONEY? $ Las Ve­
gas Co. expanding to Stock­
ton area, seeks career minded 
individuals people skills and 
neat apperance A must. All 
positions avail., will train. 
948-1935. 
Earn money at home, stuffing 
envelopes. Rush SASE to ML 
Assoc., 7209 E Harris Blvd 
#321, Charlotte NC 28227. 
Wanted house sitting posi­
tion, older graduating sr. 
needs to house sit for one yr. 
before attending seminary 
excellent references. Call 942-
3164 Fri. thru Sun.. 
House-Mate Wanted: Profes­
sional woman seeks respon­
sible student to share large 3 
bedroom house within 1 
block of UOP. Full privileges 
including kitchen, laundry 
and garage. $325/mo + sec. 
(all utilities paid). Call 942-
1226 (leave message). 
Come work Pacific Summer 
Music Institute June 18 - July 
1. Call 946-2416 to apply. 
PART-TIME JOBS 
Craig Corren Attorney seeks 
Part-time Receptionist. $5/ 
hour or more (Depending On 
Experience). Bilingual Span­
ish/English a plus, contact 
Joe Corren or Pearl, 5345 
North El Dorado, 478-2621. 
Bee Sanchez seeks Bookkeeper 
to help with records for rental 
properties. $4.75-$6/hour or 
more. Call 473-3336. 
Marianne Chapman, Director 
of Sales for Stockton Hilton. 
10a.m.-5p.m. Wages DOE. 
Call 957-9090, Ext 164 or visit 
2323 Grand Canal Blvd. 
Elaine Adams seeks Loan Pro­
cessor 1p.m.-5p.m. M-F. 
$400/month plus commis­
sion. Call 477-6425 or FAX 
477-0191. 
UOP Office of Institutional 
Advancement seeks 
Telemarketing Associates for 
Annual Pacific Fund. $6/hour 
plus performance bonus, con­
tact Julie Katana, Assistant 
Director, 946-2500, to sched­
ule an interview. 
American Savings seeks 
Telemarketing Sales Represen­
tatives. Flexible hours. $8/ 
hour plus commission. Con­
tact Denyce Lancaster 400 E. 
Main St. 1st Floor, 546-2508 
or 546-3956. FAX 546-3454. 
Walter Zimmerman seeks 
Child Care for 9 year old boy. 
$6/hour Mondays 2-4 and 
other hours weekly. Pick up 
from school and watch at 
home. Must must car and li­
cense. Call 956-6942 or 946-
3087. 
La Boulangerie seeks Counter 
Clerk. $4.50-$4.75/hour. Var­
ied hours. Contact Jo Bitar, 
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. 478-
4780. 
Co-op and Intership Program 
seeks Work Study Student. 
$5/hour. 15 hours/week. 
Mornings preferred. Contact 
Kay Mooney, 946-2273, or 
visit 2nd Floor McConchie 
Hall. 
Computer Services seeks 2 
Work Study Students. $5.25/ 
hour. 20 hours/week. Con­
tact Kieth Jackson, 946-2251. 
Pick up application at Com­
puter Center. Prefer Com­
puter Science or Engineering 
Major. 
hour. Contact Roxanne 
Bava. 
Psychology Department 
seeks Work Study Clerk Typ­
ist. $4.50/hour. Contact 
Karren Rhea 946-2133, or 








C o n t a c t  
D i a n e  
C a n c 1 i n i. 
Stop by SSP, 
B a n n i s t e r  
Hall, 1st Floor. 















A s s i s t a n t  
$ 4 . 2 5 / h o u r  
DOE. Contact 
B a r b a r a  
Garcia, 946-
2161 (8a.m.-














C a m p b e l l .  
Pick up appli­
cation at WPC 
242. 
School of En-
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Hie UOP vs UNLV basketball 
jnetvill take place on Feb. 27, 
it Feb. 22 as originally re-
ted. Tickets may be obtained 
parting Feb. 22 at the ticket of-
IV Ee by Long Theater between 
if IoOa.m-5:OOp.m. 
I UOP will celebrate National 
rtrls and Women in Sport Day 
ji Sunday before the women's 
lig West Conference basketball 
ame against Irvine. A pregame 
ininch in the Pacific Club will 
id off the new Pacific Associa­
te for Women's Athletics. 
PAWS) 
PAWS will promote aware-
ws of women in sports. For 
"ore information on PAWS call 
16-2472. The basketball game 
hat follows the brunch will be 
w to the public and begins at 
p.m. 
Sean Corte-Real shot a 71-
-'0—208 to finish in second 
frint arLd one stroke behind 
"PKuehne of Oklahoma State 
e ,'n8 Arizona Intercolle-
* goit tournament in Tucson 
18 90sb°t a combined 
iint294-878 f°r ni"th 
n the team tournament. 
•Benw t'le women's and 
or Jamming teams prepare 
"8 Beach State 
reshmi°n Schumacher and 
ualjfjJ klesl Kolbisen have 
Chips °r the NCAA Cham" 
softball team handed 
fssoftho at f°r their first 
>0P js j Season last weekend. 
*ir|brst hom°P Plays host in 
»n t0 St f?me game of the sea-
"°0"t'°ubSeOa3eSra,Urdayin 
^Fhnl^ketball bead coach 
Nuct ,»?n and his staff will 
ram e ^ay develop-
Sos rtn? April 10"12 at the 
jS°ed for ? The camp is de-
5% from le^8"18 and will run 
J—!!L^Oa.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tigers split 
home series 
UOP loses to 
Long Beach State, 
then rebounds 
to defeat UCSB 
GEOFF GOODMAN 
Pacifican staff writer 
UOP's men's basketball team 
squandered a major opportunity to 
climb towards the Big West 
conference's elite clubs by losing last 
week to Cal State Long Beach. 
But the Tigers atoned for an ear­
lier conference defeat and bounced 
back to beat the UCSB Gauchos 73-70 
on Saturday. 
UOP holds a 7-5 Big West mark 
and is 12-8 overall with six games re­
maining until the conference tourna­
ment. 
Pacific trailed virtually the entire 
contest against Long Beach State on 
Thursday and were down 37-27 at the 
half. The 49ers shot a season high 55 
percent from three point range, while 
the Tigers had its third worst field goal 
percentage of the season, shooting 37 
percent. 
UOP used an 8-0 run over the last 
five minutes to knot the score 63-63. 
But Terrance O'Kelley hit a baseline 
jumper with 21 seconds remaining to 
lift LBSU to a 65-63 victory and defeat 
the Tigers for the second time this sea­
son. 
With two days rest Pacific knew 
they needed to get serious, bounce 
back and stick it to UCSB. They suc-
c e e d e d 
"We wanted to come out and have a 
good start and we did a good job, but 
on defense we let them take some good 
shots and that equaled our good start," 
said guard Adam Jacobsen. 
Jacobsen drained six 3-pointers, 
while senior Marzell Clayton added a 
career high 20 points to lead the Ti­
gers to a conference win against the 
Gauchos. The Tigers redeemed a 70-
61 loss at the Thunderdome on Jan. 
14 to move into fifth place in the Big 
West. 
Pacific travels this weekend to Ful-
lerton and Irvine. The Tigers will re­
turn to the Spanos Center Feb. 25 
against New Mexico State and will be 
televised on ESPN Feb. 27 against 
UNLV. 
Eyes on Big West title 
BRAD HUNGERFORD 
Pacifican guest writer 
With the strength of 16 returning 
players and a good group of recruits, 
Quincy Noble's Tigers are taking the 
field with "their eyes on the prize". 
The Tigers seek the Big West confer­
ence Championship and a trip to Long 
Beach for the conference playoffs. 
If any word of this had been men­
tioned a few years ago, no one would 
have taken it seriously. But after last 
years school record 36 win season and 
the nations longest winning streak of 
22 consecutive, the Tigers are focused 
and ready to roar. And from the look 
of their first few weeks of play, the 
UOP baseball team is definitely a force 
to be reckoned with. 
The only things that could effect 
the Tigers performance this season are 
health in the pitching staff, and power 
in the batting order. 
Injuries have plagued the Tigers in 
the past and they seem to be one of 
Coach Quincy Noble's main concerns. 
Matt Engleken had a bone spur in his 
elbow last year, Mitchell suffered a 
shoulder injury in fall camp, and 
Kevin Sumptner had an elbow injury. 
With these key pitchers out of the ro-
Women's Basketball 
Tigers face Fullerton 
tomorrow for fifth place 
tation it makes for a heavily strained 
group of hurlers to pick up the slack. 
The other concern is with the 
power in the line up. Although the 
Tigers are solid at the plate, they don't 
seem to have a big hitter in the mold 
of departed sluggers Vic Sanchez and 
Chip Sell. 
Not to mention the tough 
nonconference games against power 
house schools such as Cal, Stanford, 
Santa Clara, San Diego State, and 
Fresno State. But don't forget that the 
Big West Conference is also one of the 
toughest conferences with schools 
like: Long Beach State, Cal State Ful­
lerton, University of Nevada Reno, and 
the Tigers are moving in as a known 
threat. 
The main goal for the season foi 
the Tigers is to keep everything in per­
spective. They have to remember that 
due to a tougher schedule they may 
not win 36 games, or even 22 in a row, 
but to shoot for the top four in the 
conference and a trip to the Big West 
conference tournament. 51 
Come on out to the ball park and 
cheer on the Tigers. They play at Billy 
Hebert Field off of California and Al­
pine Ave. It should be a great season. 
XOCHITL GARCIA 
Pacifican staff writer 
After splitting games against two 
of the top women's basketball teams 
in the conference, UOP hopes to 
strengthen its record Friday when it 
hosts Cal State Fullerton at the Spanos 
Center. 
With six games left, the Tigers are 
13-10 overall and 6-6 in the Big West. 
The Tigers traveled south last 
weekend to play against Long Beach 
State on Friday and UC Santa Barbara 
on Sunday. UOP crushed the 49ers 86-
71 on Friday and lost 75-67 to the Big 
West leading Gauchos. 
"We went on the road and we 
played the first place team and the 
third place team and we split the 
games," Coach Melissa Demarchi said. 
"All in all it was a pretty good trip." 
Sue Will scored 18 points and 
Sandy Hoge added 16 against LBS. 
Will also led the team with a total of 
11 rebounds. The Gauchos' leading 
scorer was Melissa Gower with 31 
points and nine rebounds. 
"I think we came together as a 
team really well, which was what 
helped us win at the end," said UOP 
center Kate McAllister. 
Against UCSB, Missy Ross led UOP 
with 15 points, followed by McAllister 
with 14. Connie BlaisurehadlOpoints 
and a team high 10 rebounds. 
Turnovers and poor free-throw 
shooting were the main when prob­
lems Pacific faced against the Gauchos. 
The Tigers were 5-of-18 in free throws 
and had 31 turnovers. 
"We had some free-throw prob­
lems and some turnover problems that 
put us in a hole that was hard to get 
out of," said Demarchi. 
The Tigers hope to rebound Friday 
from an early 61-68 season loss to Ful­
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Women's Tennis earns first conference victon 
THE PACIFICAN 
The University of the Pacific 
women's tennis team is in full swing. 
They have played four dual matches 
of their 1995 schedule and beginning 
Feb. 16 play four more matches in five 
days. 
A The first dual matches for the Ti­
gers were, as usual, scheduled against 
nationally ranked University of Ari­
zona and Arizona St. Jan. 17 and 18. 
Snow in Tucson kept the U of A match 
from happening. But the Tigers did 
play the ASU Wildcats and were de­
feated soundly by the #9 team in the 
country, eight matches to one. Euro­
pean newcomers Katharina Schlensker 
and Bente Grina came through for the 
Tigers winning at number two doubles 
over Kara Schertzer and Anna Moll 5-
7jw5-2, 6-3. Schlensker, a junior trans­
fer from Bremen, Germany, and Grina, 
the #1 ranked 18-year-old in Norway, 
combined power and touch to confuse 
their opponents and come away with 
the Tigers' only individual win. 
Next on the agenda was the Uni­
versity of Washington at home on Jan. 
29, one of only three dry days in that 
month. Winning four out of six singles 
and all three doubles, the Tigers beat 
a team that had beaten them two oflt 
of four times in previous years. Once 
again playing well were Schlensker 
and Grina. Schlensker, with her zing­
ing down the line groundstrokes, 
calmly disposed of Kim Frost at num­
ber two singles 6-1,6-1; and Grina had 
an equally easy time with Kori 
Sosnowy at number three singles win­
ning 6-0, 6-2. Also winning were se­
nior Tracee Lee and sophomore Tanya 
O'Neil. Needing only one victory in 
the doubles to clinch the dual match, 
the women netters poured salt in the 
wound by winning all three matches 
in straight sets. At number one, co-
captains Lee and Marsa Kuurne rolled 
over Proctor and Frost 6-4, 6-3. At 
number two, Grina and Schlensker, 
crushed Sosnowy and Heidi Buchanan 
6-3, 6-0; and at number three O'Neil 
and Sylvia Ta, a freshman from Bakers-
field, out-maneuvered Luna and Karin 
Costi 6-2, 6-2. 
On Feb. 9, UOP played Stanford 
at Stanford Tennis Stadium. Ten days 
is probably not long enough to con­
template playing the best team in 
NCAA history, but that's all the Tigers 
had. Stanford women's tennis teams 
have won eight of thirteen NCAA titles 
and they are one of the favorites again 
this year. Knowing all this you'd think 
the Pacific women might be a bit ner­
vous. Not at all. Not with the experi­
ence of Lee and Kuurne and Schlensker 
and Grina. Stanford won this dual 
match six to three, but it was not easy. 
Senior Tracee Lee played a hell of a 
match at number one singles losing to 
freshman sensation Ania Bleszynski 6-
3,4-6,6-4, who Stanford coach Frank 
Brennan says "may have the three big­
gest serves in all of women's collegiate 
tennis." That may be, but Lee and fel­
low co-captain Marsa Kuurne handled 
it with aplomb as they upset Stanford's 
number one doubles team of 
Bleszynski and Katie Schlukebir 6-4,0-
6, 7-6 (7-5). Down 3-5 in the third set 
tie-breaker the Pacific duo calmly won 
the next four points and to escape with 
the best win of their three year career 
together. With a current record of 11-
3 Lee and Kuurne have a very legiti­
mate chance of qualifying for the 
NCAA doubles Championships in 
May. 
The team dedicated tk 
mance against Stanford tn ? 
Maze, who celebrated 
against his Alma Matter. 
The Pacific women had 
to rest as they faced n!7 
Wolfpack the next day Jth 
conference home match ii, 
laxed and sharp after the? 
day's competition, the w! 
dual match easily, taking! 
six singles and two out « 
doubles. Third doubles canj 
to darkness. It was particular! 
to see junior Molly White inth 
up. White has battled injuries, 
at UOP, but is obviously ft. 
healthy and ready to play ai 
dominated Allison McNalis at -
ber five singles 6-2,6-4. 
With the victory over Nevad 
Tigers are 2-2 and 1-0 in confers 
Their next two matches are aft: 
against Washington State, Urn, 
Feb. 16 and Boise State, Friday ! 
17. Both matches start at 1:30; 
The team leaves Saturday for: 
matches against UC Irvine. 
Pepperdine. 
Women's lacrosse club starts third season at UOP 
LJEE CARLANDER 
Pacifican guest writer 
The Pacific women's lacrosse team 
is looking at another tough schedule 
as they prepare for their third season 
of games in the competitive Western 
Women's Lacrosse League. 
After a difficult first two years as 
the club level, Pacific hopes to im­
prove its program and eventually 
move up to Division 1 status. Division 
1 women's teams will have to be added 
in the next few seasons as UOP moves 
towards gender equity in its athletic 
programs, and the lacrosse team plans 
Tempers flare in men's 
lacrosse club opener 
L|E CARLANDER 
Pacifican guest writer 
A first quarter brawl marred the 
February opener for the Pacific men's 
lacrosse team, according to junior de­
fender Andy Sneider. 
An on-field altercation between 
two unnamed players started the fight 
that eventually moved to the sidelines 
when a Chico State player allegedly 
attacked a fan, according to Sneider. 
"A Chico State player basically 
lost his composure and attacked a 
fan," said Sneider. 
-«,Sneider, who is one of the team's 
captains and the men's lacrosse presi-
! dent, said that the fight escalated as 
some players and coaches tried to in­
tervene. 
| "One of their [Chico State's] as-
! sistant coaches was hitting a guy in 
the back of the head with a stick," 
Sneider said. "It was just hectic." 
Two players form each team were 
ejected as a result of the brawl and 
the referees refused to finish officiat­
ing the contest, according to Sneider 
Since the opener, UOP has suf­
fered tough losses to Stanford on Feb. 
5 and San Francisco State this past 
weekend. Pacific's first victory also 
came this past weekend when the Ti­
gers defeated UC Davis' B team, 7-6 
on Sunday. 
Junior attacker Jeff Meeks was 
1 acme s leading scorer with four goals 
and three assists in two games against 
San Francisco State and UC Davis 
Senior midfielder Chris Rooke 
and senior attacker Pat Corcoran each 
had two goals and an assist over the 
weekend. Kevin McCaffrey, a junior 
midfielder, scored two goals against 
UC Davis on Sunday. 
Junior goalie Joe Salas had 49 
saves in the two games against SFU 
and Davis. 
to be ready to move up. 
"We're really excited about this 
season, " said Angela Gray, a return­
ing junior. "We have a lot of people 
with experience this year and we feel 
we are going to be competitive." 
This past weekend, Pacific played 
in an unofficial "play-day" at St. 
Mary's College, where the team won 
three, lost three and tied one, Gray 
said. 
When asked about the women's 
program, volunteer coach Ed Horley 
said, "It's going great guns." 
Horley says he is continually "try-
ing to generate some interest" in 
women's lacrosse. In the past they 
have had trouble getting people to 
come out, nut this year looks better. 
"We're really optimistic, and it looks 
like we are going to roll," Horlevi 
Horley works a full-time job, pli 
men's lacrosse at UOP for three« 
"One common misconcew 
about women's lacrosse is that it? 
same as the men's game," Horlevi 
"It is completely different." 
Women's lacrosse is non-or: 
and it is played on a field wi 
boundaries. The women's ga® 
to stay as close to the original c-
tive American game that emC 
a free flowing style, speed a® 
Gray and Kendra McCordJh 
president, are both return'^? 
who will start for Pacific " 
players for pacific include, ' 
Audrey Collins, Penn State -
Katie Delp and goalie, Jo) 
Tflc0c's men's lacrosse match against Chico State was ruled a 
ea e altercations prompted officials to disqualify both teams. 
the 
Snow...it's back 
just in time for the three-day weekend 
for the first time in over two weeks, ski resorts received fresh powder, 
i Lnditions for the three-day weekend should offer the best skiing this sea-
Alpine Meadows is scheduled to run 11 lifts, weather permitting, on 
average base of 153 inches with an additional layer of fresh snow left by 
inday's storm. 
Badger Pass has five lifts in operation servicing nine runs. Slopes are 
imed daily and have an additional 12 inches of fresh powder. 
Bear Valley received 11 inches of new snow earlier this week. One 
idred percent of the terrain is open with powder, skier packed and ma­
le groomed snow. On Sunday, Bear Valley will be hosting the Bud Ice 
(jaft/Lucky Sunday Race Series. 
Boreal has 38 runs open and six chair lifts operating on a 150 to 170-
:hbase. The snowboarding park is 100 percent open. Surface conditions 
• powder and packed powder. 
Dodge Ridge picked up an additional 4 to 8 inches of fresh powder 
Jrlier this week. Eleven lifts are currently in operation servicing all 29 runs, 
fifty-five percent of the terrain is groomed daily. Dodge Ridge offers two 
forune skiing every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 
Donner Ski Ranch received 18 inches of snow this week. To date, 
inner is skiing on a base of 120 to 158 inches of machine groomed and 
snow. Six lifts are servicing approximately 40 runs. 
Heavenly was forced to close several lifts on Monday due to high 
's associated with the storm. Which left more than a foot of new snow, 
nly will be operating 11 lifts on the California side and eight on the 
da side. 
kirkwood has 11 chairs running with surface conditions of skier packed 
wder and machine groomed snow. Kirkwood's average snow depth is 
! 240 inches. 
orthstar received a fresh layer of snow on top of an average 72-inch 
Sixty runs are open with machine groomed and firm packed powder. 
Sierra-at-Tahoe has forty-four runs open serviced by eight lifts. Sur-
1 conditions are fresh powder and machine groomed powder. Fourteen 
c es of new snow fell during Monday's storm. 
Squaw Valley received two feet of snow Monday. Twenty-two lifts 
L* e^u'ed for operation. Skiers will find plenty of powder and packed 
' er this weekend at Squaw. 
niU8ar Bowl has seven lifts and 58 runs open this week. Slopes are 
n lne filled with fresh powder. 
jtld1oahoe"Donner is 100 percent open with three lifts operating. One 
BO inch a'^ ^eet snow fell Monday increasing Tahoe-Donner's base to 
fev anf1 < Tah°e-Donner will be hosting Family Entertainment this Satur-
• Sunday with live music. 
UPBEATP t0 Kirkwood 
hvood 1S siX)nsor'ng a one-day ski trip to 
1 si„ 0n Saturday, Feb. 25. UOP students 
•.Jn,-ThpP 'n McCaffrey Center Game 
k ticket anc* includes an ad day 
kwood i" ^US transP°rtation to and from 
ndat 946 <^r:,more information call Josh High-
s 
. "esday m e ect if16 best estimate of conditions as of 
«l2Illn9 the Updated ski information is available 




The hoops season is underway 
with 52 teams competing in eight di­
visions. The '95 leagues include the 
first ever Greek "AA" and women's di­
visions. Action takes place in the Main 
Gym Sunday through Thursday. 
Check the schedule on the bulletin 
board by the 1M office and get outside 
and take part in the excitement. 
SOCCER 
7-A-SIDE Outdoor Soccer returns 
to the University of the Pacific. This 
exciting version of the world's most 
popular sport will be in both men's 
and co-rec divisions. These leagues will 
take place in different time frames, to 
allow players the opportunity to par­
ticipate in both. 
Games are scheduled Monday 
through Thursday and Sunday from 4 
to 7 p.m. Play begins on Feb. 26. Listed 
below are some crucial dates. Please 
keep them in mind as you organize 
your team.Entry deadline: Feb. 21 at 5 
p.m.Captains' Meeting: Feb. 23 at 5 
p.m. (WPC 213) 
"SCHICK SUPER HOOPS" 
The roundball excitement will 
continue in late February with our 
Super Hoops event sponsored by 
Schick. This one day event brings 3-
on-3 competition to the Pacific cam­
pus. Players will compete for prizes and 
a chance to represent the university 
in regional competition. Contact the 
Intramural Office for more details. 
Event date: Feb. 25 from 10 a.m. - 4 
p.m.)Entries open: Feb. 1 at 10:00 a.m. 
Entries close: Feb. 22 at 4:00 p.m. 
RACQUETBALL 
Attention all racquet sport freaks: 
It's time to break out for some racquet-
ball! The spring tournament will get 
under way on Feb. 24 and continue 
through March 1. The tournament for­
mat will be announced just prior its 
start and will be based on the number 
of players in each level (beginner, in­
termediate, and advanced). The Intra­
mural staff will schedule court time at 
the Baun Fitness Center for your 
matches.Entries open: Feb. 1 atlOa.m. 
Entries close: Feb. 21 at 4 p.m. 
OFFICIALS 
Do you enjoy whistling? Did your 
sibilings refer to you as a tattle tale? 
Do you look good in black and white 
stripes? If you answered "yes" to any 
of these questions — you could be­
come an Intramural official. Even if 
you answered no, you still have the 
opportunity to earn a little extra 
money working for the Department of 
Intramurals. 
We are currently seeking individu­
als interested in working as soccer of­
ficials and as softball umpires. If you 
are interested, please stop by the Main 
Gym and speak to a member of the 
Intramural staff. 
I'm H.I.V. positive. 
I need your help. 
Edmund White, Writer 
The Community Research Initiative on AIDS organizes 
together to seek out and study promising experimental trfcrfmllrf6 u^'.^ physicians, scientific experts and AIDS advocates to work 
S.nce it started in 1991, CRIA research has led to FDA ",ay he'P peop,e with AIDS to stay healthy and fight disease. 
York, NY 10001 212 924 3934. approval of two new treatments. CRIA 275 Seventh Avenue 20th floor New 
W O R K I N G  F O R  A  C U R E .  
Hockey team makes strjdes 
ayoffs with 7 game win streak 
:^RTOZIAN k\ ZIA  
1 n guest writer 
f pacific ice hockey team re-
j its season with three straight 
s0ver Fresno State, San Diego 
,nd a rematch against Fresno. 
pSt victory against Fresno on Jan. 
,'i very exciting, with good physi-
u by both teams. 
Uas a close game all the way 
t, but Pacific came out on top 
T K was not an easy win, and 
[ played well until they started a 
Involving ten players. During the 
[ several Fresno players left the 
k to join in. After the fight was 
ffeno's Aaron Johnson left the 
tit box to try to fight Pacific's 
tPelucchi again, which got 
n another disqualification pen-
| : a five game suspension, 
e game opened up with good 
ive play by both teams. The 
lg was started by Pacific's Jed Sims 
fput in a rebound from Jay 
ft) with 3:13 left in the first. 
|PJdfic held Fresno scoreless in the 
land scored on the power play with 
I left. Sims set up Burnett for the 
•giving each of them four points 
knight, and giving Burnett a hat SxSSSJMSssssssSsg 
t,llTken, on an "giy note 
f •fight broke out at with 40 sec-
f, e scuffle lasted several 
fr3" n°'s goalie even got 
If Lj0e Kochetta had a great 
•wffif?? °f 25 shots- Penal-
fo^, nngthegameasa|l 
fpacif'Sr "n 6 °ff the P°wer 
resistsp!h kand °elucchi 
L each, while Eric Hauge 
1 ^CidaWeo4' PadficstePPed 
cthesan n °PPonent, as they 
- two team! * Way through' 
•d Pacific e very evenly 
' °' 3 to ?Won the game bya 
'• t0 2- and the game re-^ Pacific re-
••^od, wh bead by two in the 
the nJ J^ms bred a sb°t 
* ^°ards tn \i rebound came 
^goai^^^tozianfora 
answeredh^L the 2nd-The 
°^ethe kat2;531eftinthe 
game 2 to I for Pa-
* hger* <•, 
"n° State Rnniheir old riva,s' 
%oaCh th gs on Sunday 
'aid. jy, T.e end of their long 
Cedoff f0r !'gers and the Bull-
n ss'hat w;,, second week in 
pacific win situa-
1 'o i he Tigers came out 
The top 2 teams in each of the 3 
conferences ( North, Central, and 
South) will go to the Pacific Collegiate 
Hockey Association Championships 
which will be held at the Ice Center of 
San Jose at San Jose State from March 
31 through April 2. 
With San Jose State having a lock 
on 1st place in the North and UC Davis 
still winless, the 2nd bid for the play­
offs will go to either Pacific or Fresno 
State. It was very important for Pacific 
to win at least two of the three game 
series against Fresno, if they plan on 
going to the playoffs. Over the past two 
weeks Pacific has won all three games 
of the 2nd half improving their record 
to 8 wins and 4 losses and have kept a 
winning streak going for seven games. 
These two wins over Fresno were 
very important for Pacific and the win 
over the Aztecs was a great bonus for 
the Tigers. 
On Sunday, Pacific came out 
tough, with the starting line scoring 
just 21 seconds into the game. Sims put 
a slow shot past the Fresno goalie on 
the far side of the net to put Pacific 
ahead early in the game. The assists 
came from Kartozian and Warren Hein. 
Pacific owes a great deal of thanks 
to goalie Joe Kochetta as he stopped 
38 of 39 shots on Sunday. Over the last 
three games Kochetta has made 88 
saves on 94 shots. His play has been 
fantastic in the 2nd half. And the team 
has been up to par as well. 
"I've never seen the team play so 
well together," head coach John 
Burnett said. "The team is really start­
ing to gel in the 2nd half, and that is 
very important if we want to make an 
impression at the playoffs." 
Penalties have continued to hurt 
Pacific, as the defense took 42 minutes 
in penalties over the last two games. 
Watch for Pacific to create some 
upsets in the next few games of the 
season, and end up in the playoffs. 
Pacific has this weekend off but they 
play next on Saturday, Feb. 18 at 10:15 
against the UCLA Bruins. 
Matt Kartozian is a member of the 
Pacific Ice Hockey team. 
^oK '<v. 
* «st  ^  
AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD 
3202 PACIFIC AVE. 
STOCKTON, CA 95204 
ONI BLOCK SOUTH OP ALPINK AVK. 
HON • SAT 





Mystic Candle Shop 
oils • incense • candles • curios • herbs 
open 10 to 5 Tuesday-Saturday 
2028 Main St • Siockton.CA 95205 
465-1006 
We want to be 
part of your 
daily grind... 
Bring in this ad for half off 






CALIFORNIA FRESH TAQUERIA 
FRESH F7SHTACOS 
GARLIC PRAWNS 
FRESH DEER FRIED OYSTERS 
CHICKEN. CARNTTAS CARNEASADA 
BLACK BEANS OUR SPECIALTY 
ICEOOLD FRESH SQUEIHD LEMONADE 
FRESH STEAMED ARTICHOKES 
featuring The Cagurn Ffsach Kfamber 
We accept ATM & checks 
Quality Drive-Thru 
Phone Orders 952-6261 
4601 Pacific Ave. 
1 Block South Of March Lane 
V 
at the Bridget 
2222 GRAND CANAL BLVD. 
sunt 12 




• BASEBALL • BASKETBALL 
• FOOTBALL • NON-SPORTS CARDS 
GREAT SELECTION 
OF SINGLE 
cards-stars & semr 
stars, veterans, rookies 
commons single 
cards galore! 
Baseball, Football & 
Basketball 
Moving... watch for new location 
1018 W. Acacia St. 944-5627 

